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NewsBn·(:f..s·
McGaughey named
to Who's Who
Robert H. McGaughey,
professor of jo urnalism
and mass communications.
has been named to two
National Who's Who lists.
McGaughey was selected
to t he first e dition of
"Who's Who in the Media
and Communications" and
the t hird edition of
"Who's Who in Entertainment 1998-99." This is the
second time McGaughey
has been named to "Who's
Who in Entertainment." a
guide to 19,000 of today's
most infl uential people in
the American entertainment industry.
McGaughey and his partner, Bob Valentine, have
been performing their
two-man stand-up comedy
act in the mid-South for
more than 20 years.
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Scholarship deadline moved back ·
•Scholarsh ip: The University Scholarship office
will move the deadline
from Feb. 15 to Feb. 1.
)ENNIFER PIERCE
CONTRIBUTING WRJTEa

The University Scholarship
Office is making various
changes in its guidelines for
current scholarships. Most
changes within the scholarship
system will be aimed toward
incoming freshman for the
1998 school year, but at least
one of the changes will affect
current students.
Current students need to be
aware that the sch olarship
application deadline has been
moved from Feb. 15 to Feb 1.
Also relative to current students is that an additional
page of information which will
be included with the scholarship applications. This section

will be identified as the "early
estimate application." Students who choose to complete
this section will have an estimate of their financial aid
offerings calculated by Murray
State.
They will be notified at an
earlier date than those who
ch oose to not complete the
application. This service will
be provided free of charge.
"The data that will be
returned to the applicant will
contain only an estimate,"
states Cannen Garland, director of scholarships," and in
order to qualify for anything
,an official financial aid fonn
must be completed and turned
in by April !."
There a re two prestigious
University scholarships that
~11 be affected by the new
guidelines. Although one of the
current names is in the process
of being changed, th ey are
presently known as the University Scholarship and the

Presidential Scholarship.
The University Four-year
Tuition Scholarship will be
renamed "Regents Scholarship." The fonner requirements to be eligible for this
award included a minimum 27
ACT score, completion of high
school graduation in the top
10% of the class, or be a
National Merit Semi-Finalist
or Finalist. There was no
mandatory grade point average to be eligible, but maintaining a 3.2 GPA in college
was necessary. Recipients of
this scholarship were expected
to do at least five hours of volunteer service usually to be
carried out in the Learning
Center.
Requirements
for
the
Regents Scholarship will
include a minimum 28 ACT
score, placement in the top
10% of the individual's graduating class, or be named as a
National Merit Semi-Finalist
or Finalist. There is no mini-

mum GPA to be eligible, but
the grade point average to be
maintained in college has been
elevated from 3.2 to a 3.5. The
Regents Scholarship includes
full tuition and direct fees.
The second major change
that will take place relates to
the Presidential Scholarship.
Every spring 40 prospective
recipients are interviewed, but
only 12 are chosen for the Presidential Scholarship. The qualifications include graduating
in the top 7o/r of the applicant's
class, a high ACT score or
being named as a National
Merit Semi-Finalist or Finalist, leadership qualities must
be shown, and they are to be
recommended by a school official. The Presidential Scholarship includes tuition, meal
plan, housing, and is renewable for four years.
The new changes will affect
the 28 students who are left
over after the selection process.
Originally the students were

Burger
King to
•
open 1n
Murray

Devil's play
Belue to give
demonstration
Ted Franklin Belue will
be presenting an outdoor
demonstration of "Boone
and Buffaloes: Kentucky
Frontier Life." The event
will take place Nov. 4 at
Cutchin Field (by the Curris Center) at 4 p.m.
Also, o n Nov. I I there
will be a discussion of the
demonstratio n and a book
sign ing in the reading
room of Pogue Library.
The event w ill begin at
7:30 p.m. The events are
sponsored by t he James 0 .
O verby Kentucky History
and C ulture Series, and
the admission is free for
bo th.

•Business: Burger King
plans to open a restaurant
in Murray next to Kroger.
Construction will begin in
November.
BY BRIAN H ENSON

SJ.tlf\YttN

Industry Council
meeting Nov. 7

"·

The West Kentucky Private Industry Co uncil will
be holding its 14th Annual
Meeting on Nov. 7. The
event begin at noon in the
Conventio n Center, at the
Executive Inn in Paducah.
Nancy Hawkins, deputy
regional administrato r. and
the Kentucky Workforce
Development Cabinet representatives will speak at
the meeting. All interested
persons a re invited to
attend. For mo re information and reservatio ns,
please contact the Purchase Area Development
Distr ict in Mayfield at
(502) 247-7171.

Workshop planned
for middle school
teachers Nov. 3
"Strategies for Middle
School Teache rs: Kaleidoscope USA and t he Voyages of Columbus" is a
free worksho p that will be
held Nov. 3 at the Badgett
Center in Madisonville,
Kentucky. The wo rksho p
will last fro m 4 p.m. to 7
p.m.
The event is spo nsored
by the Cente r for Economic Educatio n.
For more info rmation
and registratio n contact
Barbara Kissner at (502)
886-0254 d uring school
hours or at (502) 8867937 in the evenings.

Complied by Lori Burling.
staff writer

automatically offered a University Scholarship and possibly a supplementary packet.
The new guidelines state that·
the people in this category will
be offered the Regents Scholarship plus $1,000 to be used
toward direct expenses only.
There may or may not be a
supplementary packet offered.
This new plan will be known as
the Provost Scholarship, and it
cannot be applied for directly.
It is to be offered only to those
students who interviewed for
the Presidential Scholarship,
but did not receive the award.
Garland stresses that "the
majority of these changes will
not affect the current scholarship recipients."
The only change that is of
importance
to
currently
enrolled students is the change
of the scholarship deadline. In
previous years applications
were due February 15, but this
year the deadline has moved to
February 1.

Chr1s Weatherly/The News

.

Paige Madigan, junior from Marion, Ill., performs in Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames, which took place In the Cur·

ris C e nter Ballroom Sunday through Wednesday nights.
Over 2,500 people attended the evangelical produt ion.

FarmHouse fraternity works for chapter status
FarmHouse hopes to be a
chapter by the fall of 1998.
Kris Carlson, a fresh man
from Marion, Ky., has been
very interested in joining
FannHouse. He has attended
all of the meetings and is very
excited
to get this fraternity
BY H EATHER M ARIE M ARTIN
on
its
feet.
He said FarmSTAFF W RITER
House is directed toward
Agricultural majors, but
Watch out fraternities! A members don't necessarily
new one is on the rise. Farm- have to be in that departHouse Fraternity has orga- ment.
nized an interest group here
FarmHouse values include
at Murray State University.
Intellectual,
Spiritual,
Before FarmHouse can SociaVMoral and Physical.
become an official member of These are the goals the frathe Greek system at MSU, ternity aims to achieve.
the Inter fraternity council
"FarmHguse Fr aternity is a
must first cast its vote of gentlemen's fraternity t hat
approval. Pending that vote, would work great on Murray

-Greek: A new fraternity
has organized an interest
group on campus. One
unique feature is its alcohol-free policy.

"FarmHouse Fraternity is a gentleman's fraternity that would
work great on
Murray State's
campus."
· - Krus CARLSON.
FRESHMAN. MARION, KY.

State's campus," Carlson
said.
One of the unique aspects
of FarmHouse is that they are
an alcohol-free chapter house.
By tradition, they do not

allow alcohol in their houses
or on the property. Legal age
consumption is allowed at offproperty FarmRouse events
under certain circumstances,
but it is the individual's
choice. Otherwise, their chapter is alcohol-free.
FarmHouse brothers also
promote the idea of accepting
fr iendly, cons tructive criticism from a brother to develop maturity and strengthen
the need to excel.
The fraternity believes t hat
while college may only last
four years, a friendship will
last for a lifetime.
If anyone is interested in
coming to a FarmHouse meeting, contact Kris Carlson at
762-4602.

As Murray State continues
to grow, so do opportunities
for more businesses to move
into town.
Recently, Back Yard Burgers announced that they
would be opening a franchise
in Murray (Sept. 12 issue of
the Murray State News). Now,
one more corporation is seizing this cha nce for growth.
Burger King, which has
been been a pproved for construction in Murray since
January 1997, is about to
begin building.
The new franchise, owned
by Mid-America Hotel Corporation
based
in
Cape
Girardeau, Mo., will be locat- ,
ed on Highway 641 North,
just north of Kroger.
Land is currently being
cleared and leveled for construction, which is scheduled
to begin Nov. 10.
Burger King is scheduled to
open in mid-February, but its
completion is dependent on
the weather. The 3,460
square-foot restaurant will
seat 98 and will have an
indoor playground.
As of right now, it is
unknown how many new jobs
Burger King will create, but
its construction is creating
jobs, at least temporarily,
because Mid-America is utilizing local labor.

Supreme Court to hear case on fraternity
•Legal: Zeta Chi fraternity is
fighting a court ruling allowing
probation officers to enter their
house without visible suspicion.
Bv S usAN ALDRICH
T HE NfW HAM~HIRE
UNIVERSITY NfW H AMPSHIRE

<U-WIRE) DURHA.\1, N.H. -The Zeta Chi
fraternity has decided to take its case to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Zeta Chi is trying to eliminate the possibility of a judge ruling for probation officers
to randomly visit residences without reasonable suspicion. The brothers are appeal-

ing their case, in which a judge ruled to
allow probation officers to come into the
Zeta Chi house without visible suspicion. 1f
the U.S. Supreme Court finds the option to
be unconstitutional, probation officers in
New Hampshire will no longer be allowed to
enter and search without reasonable suspicion.
Zeta Chi won't be affected by the ruling
either way because its probation was up in
October 1996, but if the court finds the
searches unconstitutional, judges will no
longer be able to order probation searches in
New Hampshire.
Zeta Chi was put on probation after
charges arose that alcohol was being sold
from .vending machines in the fraternity's

house. Both police officers and probation mary duty of probation officers is to assist
officers were ruled to be allowed into the in rehabilitation. There is a big difference
house at their discretion.
between these two roles, she said. •
Stella said probation officers only have
According to Zeta Chi's attorney, J.P.
Nadeau, after the fraternity made an the right to enter a building if it is a condiappeal , the N.H. Superior Court ruled that tion of the probation.
it was wrong for police officers to be able to
"There has to be some basis for it - some
enter without reasonable cause and only evidence that it is necessary to supervise
probation officers could.
them," Stella said.
Nadeau said he thinks it is wrong for pro·
According to Stella, Zeta Chi was found
bation officers to be able to enter as well.
guilty of "attempting to circumvent under·
''Other Supreme Court cases indicate that age drinking laws," which could be a reason
this is unreasonable search and seizure," for allowing probation officers to enter at
any time.
Nadeau said.
UNH Legal Services attorney Joanne
According to Nadeau, any searches by
Stella said the primary duty of the police is probation officers who do not have reason·
to investigate and punish cnme and the pri- able cause are unconstitutional.
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Students must exercise
Q•

What are you doing to

celebrate Halloween?

Name: Buffy Blanton
Major: Mass
Communications/
Public Relations
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown: Murray
"Studying for comprehensive
exams."

The election Tuesday for state senator
may seem unimportant to some. It Is only
l0
for half a term for a one state senate seat. - - - - - - - - - - - - - But the importance, in this case, Is not Issue:
important.
The election to replace jeff Green is
What is important is exercising perhaps
being held Tuesday.
our most Important right, a right which
Position:
makes the others possible.
The right to vote gives everyone an Everybody who can vote should.
equal voice in our political system, one of
the only times when this is possible. No llgence or lanorance, the Importance or
matter the richness or poorness, the Intel- obscurity of a person, che penon gets a

Our llie

t~eir
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voting rights

vote.
It may not seem like It's worth the time,
but It very well could seem that way too
late. Next year's General Assembly will be
discussing a large healthcare reform package and a more res~rictive abortion law.
You may not think these things will affect
you, but one never knows what the future
holds.
Apathy is a problem our generation continues to grapple with, and for good reason. We have not been given any reason to

become Involved is a common excuse, and
the root of the problem. Of course we
haven't. We've never had to fight for our
rights for the most part. and therefore we
don't really understand their importance
and how hard they were once fought for.
The importance of voting cannot be
overstated. So if you are registered to
vote In this district, exercise your right
and cast a ballot. You will not regret it if
you do, but you may live to regret If you
do not.
'

My
View
GRE<i STARK

Name: Yoronda
Caudle
Major: Social
work
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Chicago
"I plan to try to
go trick-or-treating, if not;
nothing."

Name: Tim
Hendricks
Major: Public
relations
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Orlando
"Mixer and
Haunted Woods."

Recall is a wake-up call

Name: Leland
jones
Major: Theatre
Year: Junior
Hometown: Paris,
Tenn.
"I'm going to a
wedding and a
costume re(eption with
awards and performances."

Name: Suzanne
Reiss
Major:
Communications
disorders
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Perryville, Mo.
"Studying for the Graduate
Record Exam.''
Lori Burling/Staff

NEWS
•

Flight
will be a
high

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
C.D. Bradley
Editor-in-Chief
Mandy Wolf
Associate Editor
Jake Burgess
News Editor
Jennifer Sacharnoski
Viewpoint Editor
Sarah Wight
College Life Editor
Greg Stark
Sports Editor
Seth Dixon
Photography Editor
Jason Dick
Advertising Manager
Bruce Rudd
On-Line Editor
The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the advisership of Joe Hedges. Opimons expressed
• are those of the editors and other signed
writers. These opinions do not necessarily represent the v1ew of journalism faculty
or the University. Th1s IS an official publi·
cation of Murray State University.

Condoms are not I 00 percent effective. Every college student should
know that.
It is even more frightening when
condoms are put on recall because of
their ineffectiveness.
This condom scare could prove to
be a necessary evil for those who
depend too highly on condoms for
protection.
Upon close examination, Health Services at Murray State discovered that
some of the condoms that were
offered to students were those being
recalled by Ansel, Inc.
This finding came after Health Ser-

OurVieu1
Issue:
It took a double check by Health Services to find that they had been supplying students with d.t'ecdve condoms.

Position:
The recall can help to put the effectiveness of condoms Into perspective
for some students.
vices was assured that none of the
condoms they had received were of
the defective stock. It was only after a
double check of stock numbers and

expiration dates that Judy Lyle, of the
Health Services Department. discovered that some of the condoms were
in fact defective.
This recall, along with the confusion
over which condoms are iefec:tfW,
should cause students to double check
their actions as well.
They should know that even the best
condoms are not completely reliable
for protection against pregnancy and
especially not against disease.
As college students we are often
want to believe ourselves invincible.
Perhaps a scare such as this one is a
much needed wake-up call.

Yourv'ieu's
All are pagans of
some sort
I think I am entitled to consider myself some sort of bad
Christian. (Exactly what sort
and how bad are open to conjecture.) Yet I am not unsympathetic to the plight of the
Student Pagan Association. I
have occasionally been mistaken for, or accused of being,
some sort of pagan over the
course of the past quartercentury or so. This usually
happened when people of the
sort who'd like to ban Halloween (and maybe even
Christmas and
Easter,
because of their pagan associations) noticed with disapproval my enthusiasm for
highly imaginative literature,nearly all of it falling
under the very broad heading
of fantasy. 1 used to commonly, and still occasionally, run
into folks who are not shy
about stating flatly that such
fiction, set as it often is in
invented milieus where
magic really works, is "of the
Devil," I suspect both they
and some who think themselves pagans would be
shocked to learn that much of
the best and weirdest fantasy
literature has been produced
by real, live, card-carrying
tithes-paid-up Christians.
We might begin (if we
stretch the definition of fantasy a bit) with Saint Thomas
More's best known book,
Utopia, set on an imagina.ry

island of the same name.
(More was sainted after he
got beheaded by Henry VIII,
who resented his former
friend's reluctant to endone
Henry's defiance of papal
authority.)
J.R.R. Tolkien, author of
The Hobbit and the Lord of
the Rings, was a devout,
practicing Roman Catholic.
His beer-drinking buddy,
C.S. Lewis, author of The
Chronicles of Narnia, which
are fairly well crammed with
all kinds of supernatural
menaces; and the "Space Trilogy", consisting of Out of the
Silent Planet; Perelandra (in
which the hero's chief adversary is a demonically animated corpse, the "Un-man"); and
that
hideous
Strength
(wherein the Good Guys and
Girls are menaced by the
demonic "Macrobes" and
their human stooges), but
Louis was once perhaps better known for his "Christian
Apologetics" works, in which
he forcefully defended standard-model Christian dogma.
The great fantasy novelist
and story teller Fritz Leiber,
creator of the alternate world
of Nebwon, with it's great,
smog-shrouded,
mummygaurded city of Lan.khmar,
and its most notorious
denizens, Fafhrd and The
Gray Mouser, must have
been at least a nominal
Christian at one time; for he
once spent a year or so (circa

1933) attending the Episcopalian General Theological
Seminary in Manhattan. As
be recounts in his autobiographical essay, "not much
disorder and not so early
sex," Leiber earned part of
his living during that time
"functioning okay as minister
and lay reader" up to somewhat decay "missionary"
churches, under the supervision of a priest. Leiber "put
on a pretty good show at
morning
prayer... visited
parishioners dutifully... [and)
handled baptisms and funer"couldn't... same
als"-but
mass, marry, or bless in God's
name, those being priestly
prerogatives."
C.S. Lewis held that real
Christians and real Pagans
have much more in common
with each other than either
has with modem, materialist,
post-Christian man. In his
1952 essay, "Is Theism
Important?" Lewis wrote
that, "... a Pagan, as history
shows, is a man eminently
convertible to Christianity.
He is essentially the preChristian... religious man.
The post-Christian man of
our day differs from him as
much as a divorcee differs
from a virgin." In his 1946
essay, "Religion Without
Dogma," Lewis said, "Rather
than pin my hopes on it [a
watered-down,
'minimal,'
dogma- and miracle-free religion] I would almost listen

again to the drum-beat in my
blood (for the blood is at least
in some sense the life) and
join in the song of the Maenads [frenzied worshippers of
Dionysus]...Yes, almost I'd
rather be a pagan suckled in
a creed outworn"; Paganism,
he said, attracts because it is
a "distortion of the truth, and
therefore retains some of its
[the truth's] flavor."
My sense of it is that many
who reject Christianity have
only a very limited, distorted
idea of what it is they are
rejecting. What really repels
them is a very specific,
provincial "brand," or "flavor"
of Christianity mainly practiced in this isolated neck of
the woods. They've gotten the
impression that being a
Christian mostly involves
wearing a cheap polyester
suit on Sunday, boycotting
Disney, prohibiting beer,
frowning on rock-and-roll and
generally striving to produce
and maintain, as one of
Lewis' critics described as "a
gloomy, joyless condition of
society which is like a pain in
the neck to most people." But,
there are other brands of
Christians. There's a whole
world outside of Western
Kentucky, or even of the
South. And, like the song
says, "He's got the whole
world in his hands."
David H. Hawley
Murray

I have been on many vacations, but each time that I
have gone somewhere, it has
been by the use of a van, car or
bus.
This time it is different.
For the first time I am using
the aerial kind of transit. I am
able to fly.
Much like the new pop group
Sugar Ray, I just wanted to fly
- all my life. However, the
highest I have ever gotten off
t.,._.,wawuon~~at

Opryland that takes you high
over the pa.rk, where Y,OU can
see everything for miles and
miles (about 50 feet up). I
waved at everybody in the
park that day, and 120-yearold Grandpa Jones waved
back. I was excited.
Next to my 5-inch vertical
leap, that was the highest I
had ever gotten.
This time, however, it is for
real. Yesterday, (Yes, I wrote
this commentary the night
before I left., and you are now
reading it one day after the
fact.) I flew to Chicago with a
lot of my newsroom colleagues
for a convention where we wiU
all learn more about our profession.
'
I have been to Chicago
before, but riding with high
school classmates on a chartered bus wasn't my cup of tea.
It was fun while it lasted, but I
don't ever want to do it again,
especially after being cultured
way too much after going to
every museum in the Cook
County area.
I just want to fly.
This time, I'm more or less
on my own. Not to say that I
will go into the ghetto late at
night by myself (The only way
I would go there late at night
would be if I were packing
heat.>. I'm more responsible,
and I kind of know what I'm
getting into. Like I said, I've
been there before.
But flying is something that
I'm not familiar with. Don't be
surprised if I come home with
aU my luggage lost because I
did something wrong or with
my money all gone. (My mom
told me to take those traveler's
checks out of my suitcase oops, I forgot.)
Anyway, it is a valuable
learning experience, and I'm
sure it will be something I'll
want to do again - that is, if I
come back alive.

Greg Stark i.r; the Sports Editor
for The Murray State News.
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Campus christians practice intolerance
Pamphlets, posters, side-walk chalkings, onedollar lunches - where does it all end? On a
daily basis the average student is pounded by a
constant barrage of religious propaganda.
Maybe the average person doesn't think much of
it, but there are still the few that do, the few it
bothers.
As reports of religious intolerance flow in from
Ireland, Israel and other countries worldwide, I
stand and watch the same intolerance growing
here in the Bible-belt community of Murray,
Kentucky. Through most of my experiences here
on campus, I have learned it is not OK to speak
out against the Baptist Student Union (BSU) or
Chi Alpha, unless you are ready for snide
remarks and inaccurate comments such as
"Devil worshiped." "heretic" or "pagan."
Well, I am ready, and I am here for pounding.
It is time people stopped talking in the shadows
of their rooms and let their voices be heard.
My first experience with the BSU came during
the summer, with the arrival of letters making
me aware of its existence. At first I didn't put
much thought into it - that is until I arrived in

In M y
'()jJin ion
ALAN WEIXLER

Murray. Within the first couple of hours of my
arrival here, I was approached by several different young men and was asked if I had been
"saved."
Every time, I gave them the same answer,
"No, I'm no Christian," and began to walk away.
However, this was not good enough for the missionaries I had encountered. They wanted to
know why I wasn't Christian and how come I
didn't want to be saved. AP. if they are the only
religion that exists in the world - wait, sorry,
the only right religion in the world.
This happened to me several times - some·

times by the same people -until I finally started to change the direction I was walking, just to
avoid any uncomfortable confrontations I might
encounter.
The part that really bothered me was the fact
that when I would try to demonstrate my religious viewpoints, I would be rudely interrupted
and told how the Bible says this and the Bible
says that. Now, for all the Christian:; out there
who hate me, I ask you this: Do you read or even
care what the Buddhist word of God says? How
about the Islamic word of God?
I really didn't think so, so why should I care
what the Bible says if I am not Christian? If you
don't believe the teachings of Confucius, why
should 1 believe the teachings of another religion
as well? Hmmm, double standard maybe?
My experiences with Chi Alpha have been few
aild far between. Besides the fact they told this
semester's perspective members if they are not
out "saving" people then they are sending the
"unsaved" to hell, and going to hell with them, I
have vt•ry few complaints. They have never really harassed me.

I would just like to know when the Christian
teachings changed from unconditional love to
forcing people to believe the flame thing. I mean,
please, if a person Rays they are non-Christian
leave them alone. Or is it OK to harass people
because it is in the name of God, much like the
Crusades and the Spanish Inquisition? All in the
name of God.
You must realize there are other people out.
there who follow many other religions Judaism, Islam , and Buddhism, for example. I
myself am agnostic. There may be a God, but
much as to a mountain there are many pathways to get to the top, which ever you choose is
your choice. Don't try to make me follow; I've got
my own path to find.
So, the next time you go on a "My-God-is-better-than-your-God" spree, take a look around,
open some books, ask some questions, try to
understand other religions and see if you might
find a smoother path for your journey.
Alan Weixler is a freshman, journalism major
from Louisville.
'
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AIDS not a cr1me

'.
&

Over 100 people on campus are at risk for HIV.
A man named Nu~;hawn Williams does not live here,
and no one here has testified to the fact that they have
AIDS; but someone does. If you think that Murray is
immune, then you are not only naive, you are dangerous.
If you have .sex, you can get AIDS If you cont.ract
HIV, you •.vi.ll die.
Williams was allegedly, directly re.spon.stble for
transmitting HJV to at least niue people. He could face
charges of reckless endangerment to human lite. Some
people say he should be charged with attempted murder because he knew he had the vuus, and he knowingly put them at risk.
Williams was wrong for what he did, but it i::; not the
• place of the government to step in. AIDS is a social
• J..r~problem;· not an• issue for the courts. The government
cannot solve this problem, and consider what would
happen if it tries.
Could people begin filing civil suits against sexual
partners who give them HIV?
Would it become law to confess to perspective sex
partners if you have HIV!
Could the government begin to quarantine nymphomaniacs who have the disease?
The laws of the United States are so ambiguous, so
open for interpretation, that the already over-burdened
court system would be overrun with cases of reckless
endangerment and the sort.
It is wrong that Williams had sex with these people
after he tested positive for HIV, and that does make it
seemingly 'more wrong' than perhaps, if he did not
know he had AIDS. But, there are more people out
there who are unknowingly infecting others than there
are people who are deliberately vutting others at risk.
How would the government. cntorce a law that would
deaJ only with the latter? l•}ither way, people are
becoming infected and people are dying.
Let me pose a question. A man shoots another man,
but claim:-. he didn't know thnt the gun was loaded. If
the wounded man dies, is the holder of the gun still
re::.pous1blc for' his death? If another man shot a gun
that he knew was loaded, would he be more responsible for the death? Which man tlhould should serve time
in jail? They are both accountable for the death of

In My
CJpiniou
)ENNIFER SACHARNOSkl

another human being, shouldn't they receive the same
punishment?
When people have sex, they are playing Russian
roulet.te. Except in caseM of rape, people are making a
conscious decision to take the risk. Everyone who has
sex should know that their partner could be carrying a
deadly disease. If the person who choodes to play Russian roulette gets shot, his death is not the responsibility of the person who handed him the gun. They both
knew it was loaded, and no one was forced to play.
The government should not have an obligation to
prosecute people when the victim did not take the time
to help themselves. Our laws are designed to protect
the weak, the people who cannot protect themselves. In
cases where people have contracted HIV, after willing·
ly participating in high-risk behavior, they are not
weak It is also inconceivable that they are uneducated. The United States provides so much education
about the transmission of AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases that t.here arc very few who can
claim ignorance.
Everyone should fear contracting AIDS. This fear is
a good thing. Couple fear with a bit of self worth, and
people will become more careful. People of our generation do fear AIDS, but they are not actively taking precautions, this it> because of one simple fact; we are not
dying yet. Unfortunately, it may take attending many
funerals before more people realize that they must
assume personal responsibility for their actions. Not
many people want to die, but many are playing the
game.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the viewpoint editor for The
Murray State News.

People should strive to understand before criticizing
As we approach the end of autumn,
many of us make preparations for
Halloween.
Halloween, rich in history and tradition, is one of America's most celebrated, yet debated holidays because the
origin of Halloween is not clearly
expressed in our current celebration.
Everything about Halloween, from its
name to its reference to spirituality
has a specific origin that has yet to be
clarified.
Halloween originates from the
ancient Celtic holiday Samhain, the
most important of eight sabbats in the
Celtic religion. Samhain has an elaborate background. It was known as the
end of the harvest season, a celebration of the new year, and a time to pay
homage to the dead.
One of the major aspects of the
Celtic religion was that it incorporated the changes of nature into its holidays. The Celts divided the year in

In My
()pi1li01l
HARRY ROWEN
BASH

two seasons. Sarnhain took place at
the end of t.he harvest season which
also marked the end of the grazing
and farming season. Then the dark,
fruitless half of the year would begin .
This change of seasons also represented the "new year." ll was a time to
take care of old busincsti and make
new goals for the future. Since the
Celtic sabbats were based on seasonal
changes, these determined the new
year as well a!S other holidays.
The celebration also hnd a spiritual
n•fewnce. This is the most misunder-

stood aspect of the holiday. Samhain
was a time to pay homage to the dead .
It was believed that at the changing of
the tieasons, the spirit ,.,.·orld and earth
world merged. The Celts held bon·
fires, families told stories about relu·
tivcs that had passed away, and ceremonies put the dead to rest bcfore the
winter season took place.
The religious, as wdl as earthly
aspects ofSamhain, were important to
the ancient Celts. 'fhruugh the centuries, the holiday of Samhain experienced many changes to become what
is known today as Halloween. Understanding the origination of the name
"Halloween" helps understand this
transformation.
Christianity played a large role in
the renaming of' the holidRy. The holiday'.s new name, Halloween. came
from the Christian concept. of worsh1p·
ing "hallowed" spirits, or spirits made
holy. All Saint's Day was also
.spawned from thl' concept ofSamhain.

Although many people today may
not recognize Halloween as a religious
holiday, it certainly has a religious
background. Others recognize Halloween's religious reference but consider it lo be a day intended to worship the devil. This assumption may
be du~ to the fact that it originates
from a different religion than that of
streamline American society, or it
may come from a misunderstanding of
its ancient histor} Whatever the case,
it is a false assumption. The ancient
Celts did not incorporate the devil into
their religion, nor is it evil because of
its foreign origin.
We shouldn't overlook the origin of
our holidays. Christmas and Easter
also have root::. in the ancient Celtic
religion . As did Samhain, these holi·
days generate from a religion that was
based on the changes that take place
in nature during the year. The
ancients Celts depended greatly on
the :>casons as a means to survival,

thus causing an influence on their
religion. Yet these holidays batied on
natural occurrences have become the
national holidays we celebrate today.
As we continue in our search for the
truth behind our holidays and religion, let's recognize the true history of
those holidays. Any time we attach a
negative or positive label onto a holiday without knowing the truth about
it, we are guilty of using inaccurate
judgment. If America is to continue to
celebrate Halloween, we must know
its true origin. If we fail to acknowledge the true origin of Halloween, as
well as other holidays, America will
exist as nothing better than a herd of
mad lemmings. This fall, let's recognize the origin of Halloween for what
it really is - a sabbat of a religion
long since gone.

Harry Rowen Bash is a contributing
writer for 1'he Murray State News.
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College drug usage at all-time high
BY BETH BRADLEY
STAFF W RITER

Pot, acid, crank. These are familiar
terms to all of us, but they may be
more than just words to some.
Tommy Phillips, detective captain
for Racer Patrol, said marijuana use is
the biggest problem on the Universi·
ty's campus.
Phillips, who has been working for
the University since 1988 has noted a
slight increase in drug arrests over
the last two to three years.
Up from no a rrests in 1994, there
were 11 arrests in 1996 and an esti·
mated eight or nine this semester.
Marijuana is a drug containing
THC, a hallucinogenic, which can be
smoked or eaten.
Short term marijuana effects
include sleepiness, hunger, impaired
short term memory, reduced ability to
perform tasks requiring concentration
and increased heart rate.
Long-term marijuana use can:
• increase the risk of chronic pulmonary disorder.
• decrease testosterone levels in
men.

"I was 16 when I smoked pot for the
• increase testosterone levels in
first time," Jack said. "1 was with
women.
• may create a psychological depen· some friends who had a lJ done it
dence on the drug.
before, so I tried it."
One arrest made in 1996 dealt with
According to the National Center on
possession and trafficking of cocaine, Addiction and Substance Abuse, the
the others have been marijuana and average age of first marijuana use is
drug paraphernalia such as pipes and 13.9 years.
Also, 46% of parents expect their
rolling papers which arc confiscated if
drugs are present.
children to try illegal drugs.
"Cocaine is my favorite," Jack said.
Phillips said the increase in arrests
may be attributed to an increased "It speeds you up but it's a mellow
effort in apprehension.
buzz."
Jack said he uses drugs for the
One drug Phillips said he is not
aware of on the University's campus, effect, but he has not used drugs as
but expressed a concern about, is often as he would like to for fear of the
side effects.
Rohypnol.
"You can't get the feeling from other
Rohypnol is a 8lrong sedative which
takes effect in a matter of minutes lhings," Jack said. ''If you could, I
causing a person to black out for up to don't know about them."
8 hours.
Cocaine is a powerful central ner·
"It could behoof any female especial· vous system stimulant with many
ly to familiarize themselves with the s hort term effects such as heightened
drug and ways to protect themselves alertness. inhibits appetite and need
from it," Phillips said. "Just because for sleep, provides intense feelings of
we are not aware of a certain drug pleasure, accelerates heartbeat and
breathing and raises blood pressure
doesn't mean that it isn't here."
and
body temperature.
Jack*, senior from Indiana, said he
has tried marijuana, speed and
There are also long-term effects of
cocaine.
cocaine use, such as:

• "flashbacks" of the original LSD
• restlessness.
• insomnia.
experience without the user taking
• paranoia (eventually hallucina· the drug again
tions and delusions).
• prolonged depression and anxi~ty.
Larissa Shoemaker, junior from
• intense psychological dependence
Anna,
Ill., has never used drugs.
Christy*, sophomore from I11inois,
uses marijuana because she feels she
"I never really felt the need to use
drugs," Shoemaker said. ..I've seen
is in control when using the drug.
"When I'm stoned I can still control and heard things about people ruining
what I'm doing," she said. "I'm not their lives over drug usc."
dangerous. I'm not threatening any"1 feel t.hat people have become
desensitized to drugs in a way and
one. It doesn't control my life."
She has also tried LSD and crank they just ignore it.''
There is help available for people
but does not use them anymore.
wiRh to disconUnue their drug use
who
"f realized they were dangerous, a
and
feel
they need help.
stupid high school thing," Christy
said. "I don't see marijuana as having
Chart<'r Behavioral Health System
ncar the effects of alcohol. Although of Paducah offers in-patient treatment
getting drunk is socially acceptable."
to those who have a problem with drug
Lysergic acid diethylamide - more abuse.
Vlhile there are no in-patient treatcommonly known as LSD, or acid,- is
the most powerful know hallucinogen. ment centers in Murray, there is a
Mur~ay-Calloway
Short term usc of the drug may psychiatrist
cause numbness, nausea, dramatic . County Hospital with a sub-speciality
changes in perception, thought, and in drug .addiction, said a public relamood and increased blood pressure, tions representative for the hospital.
heart rate, and body temperature.
Long term effect::; of LSD may *Names hauc been rhanged to protect
the icleTitity of the sourtes.
include:

at

Campus shows increase in alcohol-related problems
BY CHRISTINE HALL
STAFF W RITER

•

Ninety percent of all violence on college
campuses is alcohol-related according to the
Internet. It is also the single greatest threat
to the quality of campus life.
On Murray State's campus this year,
there have been 21 DUI arrests, 11 alcohol
intoxication arrests, two drinking in public
and six possessions by a minor reported to
campus police.
Captain Tommy Phillips, detective at the
campus police, said alcohol is prevalent on
campus, but not as much.
"Everyone knows there is alcohol, but to
what extent, I am not sure," he said. "The
presence of the campus police is somewhat
of a deterrent, but students are aware of the
policy on campus and know this county is
dry."
· How does drinking start among college
students?
Renae Duncan, assistant professor of psychology, said students begin to drink in
order to have fun.
"Drinking usually starts when you are
trying to make yourself feel more social or
comfortable," Duncan said. "One of the first
steps is drinking to relax or pick up girls."'
According· to the American College Heath
Association, then~ arc two kinds of drinkers:

• a social drinker is one who drinks slow·
ly, knows when to say when, never drives
after drinking nnd respects non·drinkers.
• a problem drinker drinks to get drunk,
experiences personality changes , drinks
when he or she should not and causes other
problems caused by drinking.
Duncan said in most colleges, fraternity
houses are the most frequent places where
drinking occurs.
"That is where most of the binge drinking
happens also," she said .
Judy Lyle, staiTnursc at Health Senrices,
defined binge drinking as men consuming
five or more drinks in one sitting and
women consuming four or more drinks in
one sitting.
Lyle Mid the heavy drinking can lead to
health problems.
"Drinking can ltmd to the breakdown of
the body with stomach, liver and ·brain cell
damage," she said. "'fhc person can lievelop '
nutritional problem s because alcohol is
'empty calories' and too much will not allow
the hody to absorb real calories. This is why
most alcoholics arc malnourished ."
Drinking can also a ffect dass work and
production.
"It has a pretty t re mendous effect depending on if you a re really obsessed w1th drinking,"' said Duncan. "If you nrc n heavy
drinker, you will probably do that instead of

making time for classes or work, or you
won't do well because you are under the
efiects of alcohol."
The fact that. Murray is located within a
dry county may be n factor in why binge
drinking goes on at the University.
"It is because the access is limited." Lyle
said. "That leaves maybe only one night a
week for students to be able to get out and
get the alcohol and this may lead to them
drinking more."
Many establishments on the KentuckyTennes:;ee border, like the Big Apple Cafe in
Puryear, Tenn. and West Wood Wines and
Liquor::; in Paris, Tenn., have strict policies
on serving minors.
"We card and always have people try to
get alcohol, but they know we arc strict and
have a good reputation for being that way,"
said Skip Chambers, owner of the Big Apple
Cafe.
There are several places students can go if
they are abusing alcohol. Chnrler Behav·
ioral Health System of Paducah has outpa·
tient services for substance abuse, including
one-on-one and group therapy sessions, ns
well as educational sessions.
Healt.h services on campus can ulso help
students who t.hink they have a problem
with alcohol and arc \\illing to find counseling or treatment if they are unable to help.

Did you know?
Alcohol is a prevalent
factor on college campuses, and it can also
lead to violence and
health problems later in
life. Here are some
facts to consider:

V The number one
cause of death for all
males from 'the ages of
16 to 25 are alcohol-related incidents.
V 90 percent of all violence on college campuses is alcohol
related.
V 80 percent of all males who comm1t date rape on college
campuses are drunk or have been dnnking.
V 55 percent of all suicides on college campuses begin with
a drink.
V Heavy drinking can lead to blackouts, damage to brain
cells and increased risk of cancers of the liver, mouth, throat
and stomach.
V Anyone who drinks runs the risk of developing an alcohol
problem . •
Source: staff compilations
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Cheri expands

Taking another look

-Theater: Cheri movie theater in Murray is adding
two new movie screens to
make it available for more
new movies.
) ENNIFER PIERCE
CONTRIBUTING W RITER

Chris Weatherly/ The News .

Va lerie Bransfo rd, freshman from Union City, Te nn., and
Sarah Morris, sophomore from Grand Chain, Ill., step

back to take a look at the display they h~ve bee n working
on. The display can be see n in the Applie d ~ci ence build-

The Cheri Theater began construction in June to expand its
five-cinema complex into a
state-of-the-art seven-auditorium complex.
What is presently known as
the Cheri Theater, began as the
Capri Theater in 1967. It was
originally a single auditorium
movie theater, bu t has gradually expanded over the years.
The two new auditoriums will
feature deluxe characteristics
that the others auditoriums do
not have. They will be equipped
with stadium-style seating
which will ensure optimal viewing for everyone, and they will
include Dolby Digital.
This new sound technology
debuted in cinemas in June of
1992, and in the last five years
it has spread to approximately

11,500 screens worldwide.
Dolby Digital deli vers SIX separate channels of sound nnd provides left and righ t surround·
channels for a more realist1c
feeling.
Dolby Digital h ns becom£"
increasingly popula r because of
its high audio quality and
extraordinary resistance to
wear and tear.
The new a uditonums wtl1
also be much larger Lhan t.lw
present ones .
The two additions will &eat
290 people each , whereas the
five others scat a total of 810
people. J ohn H opkins, owne1· of
Cheri Theater, estimates tJu·
cost of the projC'ct to be
$900,000.
The plan to expand was
something the Cheri felt 1t
needed.
"There are so many moviE'S
coming out now tha t we hnd to
add more screens to stay up to
date," Hopkins said. I
There has been no d ate set for
the opening of the two new
auditoriums, but Hopkins
hopes to have them open withm
the next year.

Program to reduce drunk drivers
•SGA: A possible program

by the Student Government
Association
is
designed to help reduce the
number of drunk drivers.

Bv JASON

KEMP

STAff WRmR

Recent fatal alcohol-related
incidents at universities across
the country have opened the eyes
of many MSU officials, faculty,
and student.s to a growing problem with excessive drinking.

At Murray State, the problem
has not surfaced as dramatically
as it has in other places, but
proactive steps are being taken to
curb excessive student drinking
and the ramifications of such an
action.
The residential college program
took the first step in faci ng the
problem by supplying infonnation
about alcohol use and abuse to
residential advisors. Their job is
to pass the information down to
the residents in an effort to better
educate them about the dangers
involved with alcohol.

Now implementing another
step in the process, the Student
Government
Association
is
proposing to bring back a program
that encourages responsibility by
rewarding reliable students.
SGA
secretary/coordinator
Jeanie Morgan said students who
are willing to take the responsibility as a designated driver when
out with friends would be able to
use a MSU designated driver
card, which would entitle them to
receive frt>e non-alcoholic drinks
at certain restaurants. She said
the card is not a substitute for a

valid I.D. Also, there would be no
cost for the card.
"The purpose of the program is
so that students won't drink and
drive," she said. "It would enable
at least one member of a group to
be a designated driver, and they
would be able to get discounts."
Morgan also said students
would be able to use the card at
businesses such as The Big Apple,
Taylor's, Bordertown. and Applebee's Neighborhood Bar and Grill.
SGA President Todd Earwood
said he thinks the program is a
good idea.

"'The designated driver program
was stopped in 1991 or 1992, and
this summer we found the cards
here in the office," he said. ~.What
we're proposing to do is to try to
have the same participating businesses that the previous program
had, but to also add more and
have them continue giving students discounts with half-priced
meals or sodas. It would give stu·
dents an incen tive to drink
responsibly, or be able to designate a driver."
Earwood added that although
he agrees with the program, he

believes it is outdated nnd needs
to be revitalized by findmg more
businesses to participate.
"The majority of the restaurants and businesses that have
participated in lhe program in the
past are south - in 'l'enncssee;·
he said. "I am planning to speak
with some Paducah area I.>Usi·
nesses to see if sometJung am be
worked out."
Earwood said the participation
of Paducah businesses in the program would be beneficial because
many students go thcrp on th£'
weekend.

: l
Informational Meeting

Thursday, Nov. 6
Freed curd Auditorium
.
9 p.m.

Oct. 23 · 2S &Oct. 30 · 31
Calloway County

For more information r:tw-.:
call:
Kathy Hillyard

or

Fairgrounds

Lori Rowlett

Ticket Sales 7-10:30 p.m.

at the
school Relations Office
762·2896

~ ~ M~t~i\\iO~
ht Gtoll' ~,\u Cl\\:
1Sq·\ \O'l.

Hwy. 121 N.
Murray
Proceeds go toward
"AFamily Christmas"
project and other Murray
Calloway County Fair
Board Projects.

Interviews will be Nov. t 7, 18 & t 9
*Students must have completed 24 credit hours
to apply.
*Must have 2.75 cumulative G.P.A.
If you cannot attend, applications may be picked up In the school

Relations office, First Floor, sparks Hall.
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New · computer store
offers varied services
-Technology: New computer store offering 24hour service opens in M urray.

"We hir ed other technicians
besides my husband and
myself, to ensure that we
could repair any problem that
may come about with our computers, since we have a lifeBY LORI BURLING
time labor warranty," KathSTAFf WRITER
leen said.
Cyber
Elite's
services
Cyber Elite, a new computer include systems sold for
company, has opened in Mur- wholesale prices, a 24-hour
ray.
on-site service to help with
The company is providing a file
management
and
local wholesale dealership retrieval or program loading,
and a 24-hour service center upgrading services, and setfor repairs.
ting up new networks.
Chris
and
Kathleen
The company will also be
WiUiams are the owners of offering a training program to
the new business.
teach effective Internet use.
. They have been working out
"I'm excited about the 24of their home in the Northhour service we offer simply
wood Apartments for the last
because we offer the same
two weeks.
labor price no matter what
Chris, a computer-science
time of the day," Chris said.
major, also works at the new
"Just the other day we
computer lab in Faculty Hall helped a student at Murray
on campus.
State at 3 a.m. Her computer
With several years of expe- crashed, and she had a paper
rience in working with com- due the next mor ning.
puter systems, he plans to do
"We retrieved the data files,
n1any of the computer repairs
and
luckily her paper was still
for the new business.
there."
"I've been planning and
Another deal the company
organizing the business for
offers includes a "system of
several months," Chris said.
"I hope to provide the best the month."
This month's special is a
services and product quality
system
that provides a 200
for a low price."
mhz
Intel
Pentium, a 16MB
The couple has taken sever·
EDO
RAM,
a 2.5MB EIDE
al steps to get their business
hard
drive,
and
a 15" nonup and running, including
interlaced
SVGA
color moniobtaining a small business
tor.
Each
special
is sold at a
permit, and naming their
sale
price.
business.
Once the major details were
For any services or quesfinalized, they began to hire tions concerning Cyber Elite
other computer technicians, contact Chris or Kathleen
and trained their staff.
Williams at (502) 759-3251.

Spring Sc e u es
are here!

Sarina Rlc,ardson, freshman from Paris, Tenn., Brian Thornton,
sophomore from Herrin, Ill., and Tom Buder, news anchor for
WPSD Channel 6, &r1Ue a1alnst laws beln1 created to restrict

Debate discusses privacy, media
•Forensics: Residential
·College debate teams meet
on First Amendment
tssues.
HARRY ROWEN BASH
CONTRIIunNG W RITER

Sounds of shouting, clapping,
stomping and screaming rang
through Wrather Museum Tuesday night when the MSU Foren·
sics Team, department of Speech
Communication and Theatre,
and the Residential College
debate societies joined to present
"Resolved: New laws should be
passed holding the paparazzi
responsible for violating an individual's human rights."
April Eaton, general assignment reporter for NewsChannel
5, joined the affirmative team
with White College debate society, and Tom Butler, vice president and news anchor for WPSD·
TV NewsChannel 6, joined the
negative team with Franklin-

Trick or Treat?
It's no trick. Papa John's is offering these great
Halloween Sp.ecials just for you!!
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Chris
News
paparazzi invasion of Individual human rl1hts Tuesday nlpt at
Wrather Museum.

$8.96

Springer College debate society.
always ready for a good fight,"
"The goal is to promote on-cam· Eaton said. "I think the media
pus dialogue, healthy competi· needs to do more. Here we get
tion
and
communication," instant opinions and ideas about
explained Crystal Coel, director right and wrong. The debate
offorensics. "'twill give students keeps us 'on our toes' so to
the 'opportunity to discuss issues speak."
that affect them and the commuThe debate covered issues such
nity."
as the paparazzi's violation of the
Coel also explained the reason right to privacy through wire-tapping and stalking. The opposing
behind the debate topic.
"We chose a topic that applies side covered the issue of the negto us. It deals with the First ative effects of manipulating the
Amendment, and it gives us an Constitution in order to hinder
opportunity to get to the media," the paparazzi.
The debaters found the audi·
she said.
Butler and Eaton also talked ence was more than ready to
about their purposes for partici- express their opinions about the
statements made during the
pating in the debate.
"The media needs to promote debate.
Dale Vanover, junior from
robust debate about issues," Butler said. "We must present as Madisonville, supported the affirmuch information as we can that mative, "I think there should be
affects the public. Then, they can laws to restrict the paparazzi
make their opinions about the from stalking people. There
should be slight censorship of
issue."
Eaton agreed with Butler on content. Laws should be passed
on how close they should be to
this point.
"This is a hot topic, and I'm people."

The Brothers of

SIGMA PI
would like to congratulate the winners of

Fall Fest 1997

Event Wlnner•••••••• ~---Aan
Spirit Winner••••••••••• A"LA
Overall Winner•••••••••• AAn

ew

fJha.n.k~ to

the (oltowin9 bLHineHe~ (o't hefpin:J make
'Jaff'JBt 1997 a ~UCC£H

Hardee's
Papa John's
Captain D's
Pocket's
Shoney's
Taco John's
China Buffet
Wai-Mart
Seafood Express
Hair Art
Studio Main Hair Salon
Bath and Body Works
Fashion Bug
The Cutting Edge
, Glamour Shots
Zax
Fazzoli's
YMCA
Sirloin .Stockade
Taco Bell
McDonald's
Cheri Theater
Victor's
Arby's

~
VideoGold
~The Pasta House
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-6666

Greg Taylor, sophomore from
Puryear, Tenn., supported the
negative, "There are enough privacy laws. They j ust need to
enforce them. If we start restricting people, we will end up with a
communist society. What the
paparazzi does is unethical, not
illegal. If they commit illegal
actions, they will be prosecuted."
The resolution of the debate
was that new laws should not be
passed. The decision was based
on the audience's vote by
applause at the end of the debate.
The next debate will be
between Elizabeth and Richmond
colleges at Hart Coffeehouse on
Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. The topic discussed at that debate is whether
the President should be allowed
to be sued while in office.
The results of the debate will
be faxed to the White House to let
the White House know what the
students and people of Western
Kentucky think about the issues.
Winners of past debates 'were
White College and Hart College.

Big Apple Cafe
KFC
O'Charley's
Applebee's
Attitudes Hair Design
Mane Event Hair Design
The Buckle
American Eagle
Hair Grafiks
Mr. Bulky Treats & Gifts
Lady Footlocker
Pizza Hut
University Barber Shop
Mr. Gatti's
The Wag
Los Portales
Dumplln's
Wolff System Tanning
Murray Florist
The Edge
The Essential Day Spa
Martha's Restaurant
Movie World
Donut Palace
Hollywood Nails
August Moon
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On G'ct rnjJus
Health Services
closing
Health Services will be
closed for regular clinic
hours Nov. 4 - 7. In case
of an emergency, call
Health Line at 762-3802
or go to the emergency
room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Colle
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Jt is once a~ain that one d@ of _year when scaty thirt_qs
seem to be lurkinj around ever:y corner so
The ~Tiurr·@ State <news is sharinj a few
'Jhost stories" to help jOU .,get in the spirit of this
holidaj dedicated to jhostJ jOb!ins and witches.

Dance announced
The Murray Barn Dance
Association is sponsoring
dance lessons teaching
Contra and Circle Dancing tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in South Gym of Carr
Health Building. No partner necessary. For more
information call Emily
Watts at 762-6840.

Bikers invited
Bike riders of all experience levels are invited to
participate in LBL's annual
fall mountain bike race on
Nov. 9. The race traces
an I 1-mile route along the
Canal Loop Trail.
Participants must be at
least six years old, wear a
helmet and have a
NORBA license. A threeday temporary license can
be purchased at the registration site. Race Registration at LBL's North
Welcome Station begins
at 7:30 a.m. For more
information, call Chad
Cash at 989-4085 or Alan
Brown at 554-0671.

justice Colloquium
. "A Warden's Perspective" will be the topic at
this year's Justice Colloquium at 3:30 p.m. on
Mon. in the Barkley Room
on the third floor of the
Curris Center. Guest
speakers will be Phillip
Parker, warden of the
Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville, and Bill
Hedrick, warden of the
United States Penitentiary
in Marion. The lecture is
open to the public and
admission is free.

Can collecting
announced
Project Harvest, American Humanics' campaign
to collect cans for Needline, will run through Nov.
19. Food don'a tions can be
made in the boxes located
throughout the campus.
Call 762-3808 for more
information.

Web page course
to start
The community education evening course,
"Building a Web Page,"
will teach students how
to design their own home
pages with links to other
Internet web sites. The
class will meet from 7 to
9 p.m. each Wednesday
from Nov. 5 - 26. The
course fee is $1 I0. Enrollment is limited to I0 participants. For more information, call 762-2160 or
I (800) 669-7654.

Complied by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Ufe Editor

Evil spirit haunts house and threatens residents
It was a very open, bright home. The
two-story house was arranged with two
bedrooms and a bath upstairs and two
bedrooms and a bath downstairs. At
the top of the stairs, was a walk-in
closet. On the right side of the upstairs
hallway was a dressing room. Next
came the young couple's bedroom, and
at the end of the hall was the bathroom.
When the couple first moved into
their new house, the wife was putting
some clothes away in the walk-in closet. When she turned around, she saw a
woman wearing a long, white, satin
nightgown running and a man clothed
in black chasing her. The man caught
the woman and he jumped on top of
her, choking her to death.

'fhe woman became frozen in her
new home as she looked down on the
murderer and the crumpled body which
lay next to him. She felt as if she could
reach out and touch them. Then the
man looked up directly into her eyes
and smiled, The man knew she had
seen what he did and she thought he
actually wanted her to see it.
A few weeks passed and nothing was
different. Then one day she was in the
bathroom drying her hair when her
husband came in. She smiled and had
turned off the hair dryer to kiss' him
when he suddenly jumped at her and
tried to choke her. At first, she thought
he was kidding, but she soon realized
he was not. He had the same eyes that
the man in black had had. Not knowing

what was going on, she whacked him
over the head with the hair dryer and
knocked him out. She ran to call 911.
When the police and ambulance
arrived her husband was just regaining
consciousness. He had no idea what
had happened. She told him and
showed him the red marks on her neck
and he couldn't believe it. He just cried.
She could tell by the look in the his
eyes he had no idea of what had gone
on.
To this day her husband has no recollection of choking her. She believe• the
man in black still lives in the house
and she thinks the woman he killed
was his wife. She also believes that he
has the ability to possess people.
Some other things to note: The couple

that lived in the house before, moved
out so suddenly that they lcfl a car
behind and never collected their securtty deposit. The owner of the house will
only stay in the house for very short
periods of time. While he has never
said anything, he appears to btl very
nervous and panicked when he is
there. One time she told a very close
friend what had happened. The rriend
had helped her move in. When she was
about to tell her about seeing the man
in black, her friend interrupted her to
tell her about a vision she had had
while putting some things away in the
walk-in closet - a vision of n man choking his wife to death.
source: the internet

Couple seeking help Student shares encounter with ghost
discovers ghosts
A young man and his wife
were on a trip to visit his
mother. Usually they arrived
home in time for ~upper, but
they had gotten a late start. It
was getting dark, so they
decided to look for a place to
stay overnight.
Just ofT the road, they saw a
sman house in the woods.
''Maybe they rent. rooms," the
wife said. So they stopped and
knocked on the door. An elderly man and his "··ife came to
the door. When the young couple asked them if they rented
rooms, the elderly couple said
that they did not rent rooms
but lhey would be welcome to
stay as their guests. The old
woman made coffee and
brought out some cake and the
two couples talked for awhile.
Then the young couple was
shown to their room. The
young couple offered again to
pay for the room but the old
man said he would accept no
money.
The young couple rose early
the next morning to leave. The
elderly couple had not yet

awakened. On their way out,
they left. an envelope with
some money in it on a table
near the front door. The couple
stopped at the next town to
have breakfast. During the
course of the meal, they mentioned to the owner of the
restaurant where they had
stayed the night before. The
owner was shocked. "That
can't be," he said. "That house
burned to the ground, and the
man and the woman who lived
there died in the fire."
The young couple could not
believe it. So they went back
to the house where they had
stayed the night before and
found nothing hut. a burnedout shell. They stood staring
at the ruins, trying to understand what had happened.
Then the woman screamed. In
the rubble on a badly burned
table, similar to the one they
had seen that morning, was
the envelope filled with money
they had left the elderly couple.
source: the internet

This is a true "ghoet story;• my house stands today. They
however, it is for me to
killed the driver, stole the
believe, because it happened
money, raped the young lady
to me , and for you to believe
and hung her in a tree that
if you choose or enjoy if you
still stands in my yard.
ACcording to the story the
do not.
young lady is still trying to
I live in a farming commureach her destination and
nity in Western Ky and my
family lives on a farm that
that if you are lucky or
has gone through several gen- unlucky she will get on your
horse holding her head in her
erations.
One day about seven years
lap and ride a brief distance
down the trail and disappear.
ago I was cutting hay for one
of my close friend's grandfaThe men who hung her, left.
ther. He came out to the field
her so long that the rope rotto see if I needed anything so
ted through her neck eventuI stopped my tractor to talk
ally severing it from the body.
for awhile.
He said that when he was
• younger his great uncle told
Well he began to tell me a
him that his uncle was riding
story about the property on
through there late one night
which I live, of course, knowand that he felt a strange cool
ing how he loved to tell stobreeze and turned around to
ries I thought that what was
coming was probably be a lie. see the faint figure of a young
lady that was holding someHe started by saYing that
during the pioneering days a
thing in her lap.
seldom used wagon trail ran
Well about three years after
through the middle of my
hearing the tale and having
property or what now is a
forgotten it I arrived home
long narrow field that follows one night and my father had
a large creek.
left. me a note to take some
One day a young lady was
trash to our landfiU. So I got
traveling by stage coast and
in his 4-wheel drive and
was jumped by bandits along
started up the field. Not to far
the trail at a spot that is
in the trip I felt a strange,
about 10 yards from where
cool breeze and heard what

sounded like a click of a door,.
I immediately looked over
and saw a faint. glowing outline of a person ho1ding a
round object in their lap. 1
jerked back and froze. 1 could
hardly breath. The truck
seemed to pull forward as
most vehicles wiU do ifloft in
drive. What seemed like days
passed, however, it was probably no more than n few seconds and the cool breeze was
gone so I looked over and it
was gone.
I turned the truck around
and drove like a mad man all
the way back realizing when 1
got out and my pants were
wet that I had pissed m my
dad's truck.
Well, since then 1 have
tried several times to see her
again but have failed every
time. We also cut down the
tree that our friend told us
about. The scariest. thing is
that while cutting the main
limb that she probably would
have been hung from our
chainsaw hung on a knot
where it looked as though the
tree had grown around something.
source: a Murray State
student
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Divided ... Master P could fall
MasterP
Ghetto D

MusicReuieu_,

Approximately three years
ago there were two factions
which dominated the rap
scene. There were the Dr.
Ores, Snoop Doggy Doggs and
2Pacs which represented the
West Coast's gangsta rap. and
the Wu-Tang Clans, Keith
Murrays and Notorious B.I.G.s
which opposed them on the
East Coast.
However, with the release of
Down South Hustlers in 1995,
a new geographical area arose
as a major player on the rap
scene. This down south movement was led by Executive
Producer of No Limit Records
Master P.
Master P quickly followed up
the success of Down South
Hustlers with an album of his
own called Ice Cream Man,
which was a huge commercial

Jason Yates
thoroughly enjoy.
As tne first eight tracks
unfold, one might think their
money might have been more
well spent betting on the AFC
in the Super Bowl. The beats
are not smooth and the words
to the first eight songs could
easily be interchanged without
much of a noticeable difference
as the rappers spout phrases
directed at killing and drug
dealing.
Even the first single
released from the album "I
Miss My Homies" is a whiny
attempt to make the listener
sympathize with Master P's
fallen friends. After listening
to the song more than once,
the listener might want to
pour some liquor out for this
CD, not his "homies."
The darkness turns into
light at track nine- "Captain
Kirk". Starting with this track,
the beats and rhymes s tart
flowing together in the way
which made Master P and No

Limit Records a staple in the
rap world.
Instead of rhyming about
people getting slaughtered and
drug deals gone wrong, the
remaining tracks boast of original material which captures
the listeners attention and
makes them forget about the
less memorable opening to the
production.
"Stop Hatin," one of the best
songs on the album, uses the
vocals of Mo B. Dick and O'Del
with the rhymes of Master P,
Fiend and the Shocker to tell
the story of people who envy
the success which they have
encountered during their
careers. The song accurately
portrays scenarios that commonly arise when someone
hits the big time.
"Gangstas Need Love" might
possibly be one of the best rap
love-songs of all time. The
background vocals of Mercedes
and Lawand are absolutely
mesmerizing as the lyrics tell
how other women of the world
can never replace the woman
of their desire.
This is the second to last sin-

WeekAbeacl
Friday, Oct. 31

gle album Master P will ever
release. If his next production
follows the guidelines of the
final 10 tracks of Ghetto D, it
should be a fitting farewell
performance. However, if it follows in the footsteps of the
first eight tracks, Master P
says it best with his trademark groan - UGGGHHH.

•AQHA Horse Show: Sponsored by the West Kentucky Quarter
Horse Association, 7 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
•Registration Deadlines : Last day to drop any full-semester course
with the grade of "W." Last day to change any full-semester course
·
from credit to audit
-Recital: Junior recital by J. Bryan Heath on the trombone, 8 p.m. in
the Performing Arts Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
•Movie: Cronos, 7:30p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on the third
floor of the Curris Center

GhettoD: B

Saturday, Nov. 1

Top Five CDs Of the week
I. Gan1..._. • SowM
tradt
2. (de) Usher · My Way
2. (de) RIM .. ........,
... (tie) Smalhmoutfl .
Fuilt Yu . . .
... (tie) Matchbox 20 • .,,.,..,
Or $omeoM .... rou

Top Countrf: CDs

l.a..Anft Rlmee • rou IJafJt U,

.

,., U(e

,_. ,...,.

2.M..tc ~n..lr Go4

•AQHA Horse Show: Sponsored by the West Kentucky Quarter
Horse Association, 8 a.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
-concert: The Pointer Sisters, 8 p.m. at the Executive Inn-Riverfront
in Paducah
•Scholarship applications available for 1998-99 academic year
-Movie: Cronos, 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on the third
floor of the Curris Center

Sunday, Nov. 2
•AQHA Horae Show: Sponsored by the West Kentucky Quarter
Horse Association, 8 a.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
eCivlc Music Event: Ballet Gran Folklorico de Mexico, 2 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium
-Bible Study: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
House
•Meeting: Lutheran Student Fellowship, 5:30 p.m.at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church

J. Steve Earle • ~ Conaon

w.. ,.,..,...,.,. .,.... , ,
T....... SIGrloll

•

Monday, Nov. 3
eChoral Festival: Quad State Senior Choral Festival, 6:30 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium
•Application Deadline: Last day to submit associate and baccalaureate degree applications for May 1998 graduation
-Meeting: Elizabeth College Breakfast Club, 7:30 a.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria
•All Campus Bible Study: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
•Bible Study: 9 p.m. in the lobby of Hart College

Tuesday, Nov. 4
-Election Day

Wednesday, Nov. 5
-Meeting: Collegiate Future Farmers of America, 9 p.m. in Room
205 South in the Applied Science Building
•Worship: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House
-Free Dinner: 5 p.m. at the Newman House, on the comer across
from White College's parking lot

Thursday, Nov. 6
-concert: MSU Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m. at the Performing Arts
Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Building
-Meeting: "Experimental Reintroduction of Black Bears In Kentucky
and Tennessee," sponsored by Wildute and Fiaherles Society, 7:30
p.m. in room 249 of Blackburn Science Building
•Meeting: Racer Martial Arts Club, 7:30 p.m. at Martial Arts America

Johmy discovers that unfortunataty,
•Piayboy.com• Isn't tt. homepagt for the latest
game release from Nlnlllndo.

•I don't think those people remembered to buy
candy. They gave me a ham sandwich."
•Yeah, they gave me a beer."

ALL CHECK LANES

~OPE

Monday-Friday
4PM to 7PM

~
~
~

..

,

PROSPECT FARMS
DRUMSTICKS
f..tlyl'llll

KROGER
FLOUR

KROGER

Plelrl -or- Self.RIIIng

LMT 2

KROGER
TEA BAGS

WHOLE
BONELESS
HAM
....All HIClOfl'l CAUf

•$199

VLASIC
PICKLES

--.

KROGER
YOGURT

...............

SHOULDER
STEAK

BRYAN
LUNCH 'N MUNCH

. $198

2.....$4

,_"" ...

US.O .AO..o.-hd-

~~~-

",::.•·

KROGER
VEGETABLES
s.ctldVMIIIel

APPLE .JUICE

-

KROGER
FISH STICKS

.....

e.

1'\.EASE

·-

OSCAR MAYER
BACON

-4/1

GERBER
2ND FOODS
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Motivational speaker focuses on family Senior recital soon
Bv

SARAH WIGHT

COlUCt Llfl EIJIIOit

Feeling a little down lately, need something to lift your spirits? You're in luck.
Lee Williams will be giving a motivational
speech in the Curris Center Theater on
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
l•'amily and its importance, relationships, the importance of making memo·
rics and how to deal with losing family
members will be 8ome of the topics discussed by Williams.
"This is a motivational talk," Williams
said. "It's not to put anybody down."
Since 1991, Williams has been speaking
to 15 to 20 thousand people per year at
colleges, high schools, churches, men's
retreats and conferences and family seminars across the country.
Williams' message brings out his own
personal struggle to overcome a tamily

tragedy. On May 14, 1988, Williams' wife
and two daughters were killed in the
nation's deadliest drunk driving at.:c1dent.
William's family was returning on a bus
from King's Island with the Radcliffe
First Assemble of God Church when the
trip abruptly ended in tragedy. The
divesting results of the events of that
night were 12 seriously burned victims
and the deaths of 3 adults and 24 children.
"Death is real," Williams said. "lt happens but we can not let it be the end of
our world. We still have to wake up in the
morning and we can decide if it is going to
be a good day or a bad day. It is normal to
mourn but after a certain point it becomes
abnormal."
Williams said he found the strength to
rebuild his life throug~ God.
"God took my life and reinstated me, he

gave me a new family, a new job, and a
new purpose," Williams said.
..When you lose someone who is family
you have two things that will keep you
going and that is God and memories,"
Williams added. "Do you have good memories that out weigh the bad? Were you
there for them?"
With his speeches, Williams tries to
stress the importance of valuing the
important people in your life.
"I usually challenge students; Why wait
for Mother's Day to tell your mother you
love her? You n~ed to say 'I love you' and
spend time with the people you love while
you still have them," he added. ''The past
is gone and you don't know about the
future. You don't know how much longer
you'll have the people you love . But what
you do have is today and you can make a
difference today."

Bv KRISTIN Htu
CONIIIIUJINCi

Wlma

Is there one thing that y6u devoted so much of your life to.
not :really knowing where it would lead you?
For Steve Mathis, senior from Benton. that one thing was
playing the ·trumpet. For 11 years he has been perfecting his
talent and on Nov. 7 at 8 p.m., he will have the chance to
show offhis ability when he performs in his required senior
recital in Farrell Recital Hall.
Mathis will' be playing five pieces, some of which include
vocal assistance from baritone Jamie Hutson, senior from
Henry Co., Tenn. A quintet, involving Mathis, will also be
featured during his closing selection. He is instructed by
John Schlabach, associate professor of music.
. Wynton Marsalis, atrumpet player, has been Mathis'
biggest influence.
"'met him my freshman year at one of his concerts. He
really impressed me," Mathis, said. "He's amazing, and 1 try
to imitate his style.,
All are welcome to atteJtd the recital and t.he admission is
free.

Anniversary banner missing following Homecoming activities.
BY KRISTIN HILL
CONTRIBUTING WRITfR

Moments after the homecoming parade, the 75th Annivet sary banner was luid on the
sidewalk next to Sparks Hall.
The students who carried
the banner, SGA and the
Alumni Affairs Office, had no
idea this would be the last
time the banner, created at
Express Signs in Murray,
would be scc.n. Because of a
miscommunic~ttion and misunderstanding, the 10-foot, white

banner never arrived at Tent;
City like 1t wa~ expected to,
satd Pdtti Jonc~> , a~>sistant
diH!ctw to1 alumni afliiir:.
J~auie Morgan, cuordinittOJ
of student ach''ltH::., said lhe
baunt:r wa~> marched lhrough
the entire parade after being
brought to the SGA office previously. She has no idea where
the banner went or if anybody
knows where it is, but stresses
that "thb lS a pure misundcrstandmg n
"Anyone t.:ould have seen it
Laying on the ground and

15 Years of Hope,
&deavor and Achievement
<.onrnbutt!d by Patti Jones

Pictured above Is the banner missing since Homecom ing.

thought we didn't want it," she
said.

Jones said since no sponsor
name was printed on the ban-

nally cost $100 to be made. It
was going lobe used until Septemh!H' 199M for numerous
t!vcnts around campus. Jones
nnd Morgan both agreed that
the banner needs to be
replaced if it isn't found soon.
"I'm optimistic though, and
really think it could show up,"
Morgan said.
If you any information about
the missing banner you can
contact Jeanie Morgan at 7626987 in the SGA office or Patti
Jones at 762·3437 on the fifth
floor of Sparks HalL

ner, passersby would not know
whom it belonged to. This
would hinder someone who
had found it aud wanted to get
it back to the right person.
"' was so busy that afternoon
I didn't realize it was missing
until after Tent City. Since
then, I have made quite a few
calls, including calls to severaJ
people at Sparks Hall, Public
Safety, Murray Pollee and
Facility Management. We are
just hoping that it returns,"
Jones said.
She said this banner origi-
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1415 Main Street
753-4700
Next to Matt B's
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on Friday, O(:t. 31
From 6 to 8 p.m.
at south gym in Carr Health
building
Sp~nSIJJ'Il~
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AATI & AI<l>

HAP-HAL
Wristband Distribution: Slu Araoa South ~OCbV &<» Otliee
lhurs • Oc:l 9 a Fli . Oct. 10: 7am • epm

Tickets Available at: Disc Jockey - Paducah
I
Disabled patron tickets on ••• Mon • Oct 13
at the SIU Alena Special Events Tlcket Otlloe • 9am
j

with Sp•clal Gu•.st

She rrie Austin

$.1'
~

50UnBHIUJNal

_A@~
SIU A.AENA
CAIJONDAU,

IL

(618) 453-5341

T h e SIU Arena wil l utilize Ita w rlatbandlllne
lottery ayatern_ I f you w ish to participate:
1) You must pick up your wristband In person at the
SIU Arena on lhe dlstr1butlon dates listed above.
2) You will re<..;aive one wristband. It will bo put on
by StU Arena Staff. 3) Wristband!> will not be
available the first day ot sales. 4) Wnstbands are not
transferable. 5) 'There •s a 10 ticket limit.. 6) Can,l-)lng
Is prohibited and no other llr •es or Usts will be
honored. 7) A wristband Is not necessary to
purchase tickets.

VIDEO SUPER STORE

Get your Halloween scare at the place with ~
the most horror movies--Movie World!
SPECIALS EVERY DAY
3 movies for only $7.50
Keep for 2 DAYS
Older Movies $. 99 EVERYDAY
sunday- Thursday: 10 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Friday - saturday: 1o a.m. - 12 p.m.

626 central Shopping Center 753·7670

orts
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Sportsl3rief'
Racer.s picked to
win OVC title
The Murray State basketball team was picked to
win the OVC men's basketball title at OVC Media
Wednesday
at
Day
Nashville.

Football to play at
Tennessee Tech
The Murray State football team will take its 5-3
record on the road to
Cookeville, Tenn. to face
the Tennessee Tech Go lden Eagles in a major conference match-up. Kickoff
is at 2 p.m.

Volleyball faces
regional foes
Middle Tennessee and
Weste rn Kentucky are
next on t he vo lleyball
team's schedule. The Race rs will face the Blue
Raide rs at home Saturday
at 2 p.m., and will face t he
Hilltoppers in Bo wling
Green Tuesday at 7 p.m.

Cross country to
play for OVC title
The Murray State cross
country team heads to
Nashville Saturday to play
in t he OVC championships. The Racers will
compete fo r t itles in both
the men's and women's
divisions.

First scrimmage
set for tonight
The me n's basketball
team will open their season with the Blue-Go ld
scrimmage at Racer Arena
tonight. Actio n is set to
start at 7:30 and admission
is free.

Spotligbt
Men's golf team,
Brooke Berryman
The men's golf team and
Brooke Berryman are in
this week's Racer Spo tlight.
The men's golf team finished seventh out of 20
teams in t he Intercollegiate tournament last
week.
Berryman, junior from
Westerville,
O hio,
advanced to the semifinals
of last week's tournament
at Memphis in singles' play.
Teamed up with Martha
Zimmer. Berryman made
to t he finals in doubles'
play of the same tournament.

Hustle PlaJl
MSU Volleyball
The Murray State volleyball team suffered its only
winless season in the fall of
1984. That season, t he
team we nt 0-22, with o nly
fo ur game victories. Those
came against Southeast
Missour i, Western Kentucky, Arkansas State and
Tennessee Tech.

Source: MSU Sports Information
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MSU
to face
Tech

Racers
take
Martin
•Volleyball: The volleyball team continued its winning ways with a victory over
Tennessee-Martin Tuesday night.

•Preview: The Racers will try to
repeat recent history as they try to stay
in the conference race with a game at
Tennessee Tech Saturday.

Bv jASON YATES
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State volleyball team has its destiny in its own hands following a 15-8, 15-9, 15-7
dismantling of the Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks
Tuesday night in Racer Arena.
The victory pushed MSU's record to 17-7 and
11-2 in the Ohio VaHey Conference. The 11-2 con·
ference mark is good enough for a first place tic
with the defending OVC champion Southeast
Missouri State. If the Racers are victorious in
their final five OVC contests, MSU would assure
itself of at least a share of their first ever OVC
regular-season championship.
Stephanie Diebold, a junior middle hitter from
Louisville, does not think the team iA feeling anxiety despite the fact they are in a position to make
history.
"I don't think we are feeling more pressure, but
I think everyone is real excited," Diebold said.
"Everyone knows we have to win the rest of our
matches in order to come out first."
The Racers will have an imposing figure in
their path to glory tonight when they host Tennessee Tech in Racer Arena. The third place Lady
Golden Eagles handed MSU one of their two con·
ference setbacks on Oct. 11, in Cookeville, Tenn.
"We shouldn't have lost to Tennessee Tech the
first time," Diebold said. "We have to come out
strong and not fall two games behind like last
time."
Interim head coach Sarah Dearworth knows
Tennessee Tech is a worthy adversary and
believes her team needs to play together to rectify the outcome.
"We definitely need to talk more and play as a
team," Dearworth said. "Tech is an exciting team.
They have lots of talk and they can really get to
you mentally."
Despite getting off to a sluggish start, MSU
rolled over UT-Martin for their fifth consecutive
win. The Racers used a balanced offensive attack
to stifle UT-Martin. Krista Shumard led MSU in
kills by tallying nine for the contest and also
added six service aces. Senior Jill Kennedy came
off the bench in game three to tack on seven kills
at a hitting percentage of. 700.

BY GREG STARK
SPORT~ EDITOR

(Top) Mica Wojinskl, sophomore from Austin, Texas, returns a
volley In Tuesday's victory over UT-Martin. (Bottom) Melissa
De Ran (facing), senior from Freemont, O hio, converses with
Krlsd Hoffman, senior from Dexter, Mo., after a botched
attempt to cover a serve.

Photos by
Seth Dixon

Team preparing for run
•Cross coun try: Fourth and
fifth seed runners will be factors
in the success of the cross country
team Saturday afternoon in
Nashville.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

After a strong season, the cross
country team will try to win the OVC
title Saturday in Nashville.
The team has had two weeks off
since its last competition at Austin
Peay Oct. 18. Head Coach Bob Doty
said that the team should be well-rest-

ed in preparation for the OVC championships.
"Last week we had some light workouts," he said. "This week, we've heen
going at it full blast. They should be
rested and ready to go."
Doty said the deep runners for the
men and women need to place higher
in order to be successful at the meet.
"To finish high, our fourth nnd fifth
members need to finish higher, and
they are the important ones," he said.
The season hns heen decent for both
the men and the women, Doty said.
"It's really gone well," he said. "The
men have done well. The women have
done well, but they've had some

injuries."
Doty said injuries shouldn't affect
the team this weekend, though.
"Most everybody is healthy," he
said. "A couple of women arc still
hurt, but they should be able to go at
it full blast. The men are mostly
healthy, but there are still a couple of
women that arc gimpy."
Finishes in the top three would be
most desirable, Doty said.
"We'd like to finish up in the top
three in both divisions," he said. "We
have a chnnce of winning the OVC in
both, but right now we nrc shooting
for the top three."

After the first week of rest since the start of
the season, the Murray State football team •
must get up from their loss to Eastern Kentucky and recover against Tennessee Tech.
The loss to the Colonels put the Racers at a
disadvantage in the conference. For any
hope of winning the OVC and getting an
automatic bid to the Division 1-AA playoffs,
the Racers must win their fmal three games.
This includes a game at horne against
nationally-ranked Eastern Illinois.
The challenge against the Golden Eagles
will not be an easy match-up. Tennessee
Tech played Eastern Kentucky a close game
at Cookeville last Saturday before falling 267. Tech has one of the top defenses in the
OVC, but its offense has failed to put major
points on the board.
"We got a week off that we needed and
hopefully got some things accomplished,"
said Racer Head Coach Denver Johnson. "We
started training camp the first week of
August, we had an early opener and we
played eight straight. That was a pretty
tough stretch for anybody; especially for this
football team."
Health has been one of Johnson's concerns;
he said that he hoped the vacation from competitive play helped the Racers.
"We needed tnat week off;" he said. "We
came out last week and practiced Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday. I think we had
three good practices. We gave them Thursday off. I think it was a good meeting time;
we could walk through some stuff. Hopefully
we took advantage of the week, got everybody as healthy as we could possibly get."
The last time the Racers lost to the Eagles
was in 1994, when they lost 38-21. Murray
has won the last two meetings handily, 45-14
in '95 and 41-3 in '96. Tennessee Tech ieads
the overall series 33-28-1.
Johnson said that although the team needed an off week, this week may have been the
wrong week to have it.
"Probably the worst thing that happened to
us is that we had an open week after a loss,"
he said. "If you've got another game that
you've got to huri-y up and get ready for that
sometimes helps flush Cthe loss) out of your
system. We've had to sit on it for a week and
let it eat on us."
Johnson said that he wanted to divide the
season into three segments at the beginning
of the season.
"We had talked early on about the season- dividing it into three l:lections; three nonconference games, the five-game stretch to
begin the conference season, the open date
and the three games to fmish it out," he said.
"Going into this last stretch, we hopefully
have a chance to win out- to finish up 8-3. If
we do that, we'll have a chance to share the
conference crown."
Kickoff is set for 2:00 p.m., at Cookeville,
Tenn.

Overkilling nostalgia bad for football, baseball
Do you remember the days
when Lombardi roamed the
Green Bay Packer sidelines?
Then Bradshaw, Noll and com·
pany led the Steelers to many
Super Bowl titles in the 1970s?
Or when John Madden was a
coach instead of whatever he is
now?
If you do remember those
days, you won't likely soon forget them.
Every time one turns on
ESPN or ESPN2 during dead
time on most weekday afternoons, he will most likely see a
highlight reel of old Super
Bowls or bizarre plays from.20
years ago. And I, for one, am
sick of it.
When a college student like me - doesn't have cable,
he would lik~ to go home and

course, the focus of this show,
Franco Harris.
This show wasn't about a
Super Bowl victory by the
Stee.lcrs. It was about a Jluke
catch. Even though the fluke
GREG
catch was the so-called
STARK
"Immaculate Reception," how
could somebody produce a 30minute show about a catch?
NFI~ Films, with the voice of
watch original programming as John :Fncenda, wa:-; nble to
soon as he sits down.
inject dramatic flair into one
Last Friday aflernoon, I catch for 30 minutes. Go figure.
arrived at my humble abode in
The show looked to be about
Paducah, sat down so I could 15-ycars·old. Every participant
watch some ESPNEWS on in the game, including the
ESPN2. Instead, 1 get grainy water boy, was interviewed for
movements of football players the show. Like I said. the show
in black uniforms tinged with did not focus on the game, it
gold.
focused on the catch.
Ah, the Steelers. Terry BradFast forward to Sunday. One
shaw. Mean Joe Greene. And of eye was on the People maga.

Sports
Talk

zinc I was reading, the other
was on the TV, where the Steelers were playing the Jaguars in
an AFC showdown. My dad
starts talking about the Steelers of yesteryear, about how
they used to be his favorite
team.
At that point I decided what I
needed to do. Everything that
happened needs to stay in the
past. We n~ed to stop bringing
it up.
The "Immaculate Reception"
happened a long time ago. It
won't happen again. We know
all about it. Stop showing it.
I've heard comparisons of
Green Bay coach Mike Holmgren to Vince Lombardi.
Although Holmgren led the
Packers to last season's Super
Bowl title, I think he looks

more like the· next Craig
Stadler than a legendary coach
-for now, at least.
Bad nostalgia is not limited
to football. NBC broadcaster
Bob Costas came up with some
of the most obscure baseball
references I have ever heard
Sunday night in the final game
of the World Series. Thanks to
him, we know when the last
time the seventh game of the
World Series went lo 12
innings,
Thanks, Bob. I also know
many obscure players from the
1987 St. Louis Cardinal roster
(Mike Laga, .Jim Lindem'a n,
Tom Lawless) but you don't
hear me spouting them out to
ever.vbody 1 see.
Greg Stark is the Sports Editor
for The Murray State News.

Spo~
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Racers' Robinson a leader at guard post
best season I've had so far,"
Robinson
said. "The coach's
Bv GREG STARK
techniques are better than
SPORTS EDITOR
some of the things in the past.
Mark Robinson has been
Robinson, senior from Milamong the OVC's best offensive ford, Conn., earned first-team
linemen for three years. The all-OVC honors for the 1996
scary thing for many OVC season. He was picked for preopponents may be that he is season all-OVC this year at
better than ever
guard. Robinson said he
"I think that I'm having the' believes that new Head Coach

Denver Johnson has helped
him improve his skills.
"The way he's taught us different steps has helped me get
under control a little better," he
said.
Robinson has played alongside fellow linemen Dan Brown
and Brian Cox for four years.
Robinson said that he and the
rest of the line are close.

"We're like brothers," he said.
"Right on down from the first
team, we're close. When we
hang out away ftom football,
we hang out together. We are
probably the tightest we have
ever been."
Robinson played four years of
high school at Jonathan Law
High School in Milford, followed by one year at Milford

Academy, a local college.
Robinson said the Racer program discovered him after former MSU Head Coach Frank
Beamer decided that he couldn't use him at Virginia Tech.
"T was recruited by Murray
State," he said ...Frank Beamer
at Virginia Tech told me I ~as
an inch too short to go to Virginia Tech, so they sent !DY ere-

dentials to Murray."
Robinson said that he had
been able to expand on his .play
in high school with his college
experience.
"It kinda added on to what
I've learned in the past," he
said. "I've always been able to
run fast, so that has helped me
at Murray State."

Sullivan to depart Texas Christian at end of season
upon which Sullivan built his success

with little motivation to win. They are
left with no drive to win for a struggling coach. No hope to practice for
next season. Only a desire to avoid
drowning in the basement of the collegiate football ranks.

dling of disciplinary problems with
players, the TCU football program
continued on the same roller-coaster
ride it had been traveling on for
decades.

The announcement also comes a
mere five days before Homecoming
weekend. Sullivan's tenure at TCU
was sure to be a major focus of comments from alumni, but now, Homecoming will simply be a chance for
alumni to watch their team continue a
futile season.

•College Football: TCU Head began to catch fire.
Coach Pat Sullivan submittedFrom hearing the speculation of Sulhis resignation which will make livan leaving TCU for Louisiana State
this season his last as the leader University to the signing of a substanof the Homed Frogs.
tial five-year contract to the mishanSTAFF EDITORIAL
DAILY SKIFF

nlCAS CHRISTIAN U.

(U-WIRE) FORT WORTH, TexasThe timing of SulJivan's resignation
could not have been worse.
Five-and-a-half years ago, TCU officials confidently promised a new era
in Horned Frog athletics when
Auburn assistant coach Pat Sullivan
was hired to take over the reins of the
football team from Jim Wacker.
Three years later, TCU was playing
in the Independence Bowl as a Southwest Conference co-champion, and
Sullivan received national accolades.
But then, the mountain of matches

The culmination of problems came
this season with an 0-7 start and a
lack of enthusiasm and support from
the community. So, Sunday's
announcement that Sullivan will not
return for another season should not
come as a surprise to any Frog fan.
But perhaps the timing of the
announcement should.
With four games still remaining,
football players must finish the season

The biggest problem with the timing, however, is the correlation of SuJlivan's resignation with that of other
major TCU officials. Within a single
year, TCU will conduct national
searches for three high-profile positions on campus -chancellor, athletic
director and head football coach. And
that combination spells disaster for
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We deliver from 4 p.m.
UNTIL CLOSE

the football program.
Initially, administrators hoped to
give the next chancellor a voice in the
selection of the next AD, but with
Chancellor William E. Tucker's pledge
that hiring a replacement for Sullivan
will be "the first major duty of the new
athletic director," such a process
appears too lengthy to have a positive
impact.
The situation leaves TCU with only
three choices: 1) wait for the hiring of
a new chancellor to help with the hiring of a new AD to help with the hir·
ing of a new coach; 2) change the hiring process so a new coach can be in
place around the end of the year; or 3)
settle for an interim coach for one year
to give the chancellor and AD time to
adjust to TCU.
The last option is the only feasible
alternative. By waiting for a new
chancellor and AD, it could easily be

May before a new coach is hired, ruining the coach's ability to control highschool and junior-college recruiting
and implement his system during
spring practices.
In addition, wailing so long would
probably prevent TCU from attracting
a premium coach, as the coaching
assignments for the next season would
likely be complete.
Hiring an interim coach would not
promise an improved season next
year, but it would keep the program
intact while an adequate search for a
replacement is conducted.
The last thing the university needs
is a rush to find a reploccment.
Remember, it will cost more than
$400,000 to buy out Sullivan's con·
tract. Let's not waste even more
money by rushing to rebuild a damaged football program and introducing
another wrecking ball to the process.

Project Manager
Surveyor
Field Engineer
Estimator
Project Enginee r
Great careers in the construction industry.
Work outdoors or In the office.
Opportunities In Western Kentucky
and throughout the nation.
For more information, contact Bill Whitaker,
Dept. of I ndustrial and Engineering Technology,
rr 253M, 762-6899 or visit our web site at
ttp :// rn5llfiiJSjk. rTU'SUky.edu/-letdept/http/cetprog/cetprog. htrn

Good Luck
Racers!
(Football,
Volleyball

•

Tennis Team)
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Crew to compete in Atlanta
•MSU Crew: The 55
members of the Universi·
ty's crew team will compete in their first event of
the year this weekend.
BY EDDIE GRANT
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In their second autumn of
existence, the Murray State
crew team is beginning to get
on track to becoming a successful part of MSU club sports.
So far this year, the team has
raised $2,000 from operating a
parking shuttle at the football
games.
With this money the team
hopes to buy a new four person
boat in order to compete in
more events. Also they are a
team 55 members strong. They
have recently purchased land

on Kentucky Lake's main chan- peting against teams from
nel, for what will become the Texas, Tennessee, Cambridge,
Mass. and Florida. What
crew's practice facility.
It is hoped that in the near makes this style regatta particfuture that MSU could host a ularly tough is that the team
regatta. Marchino said that will be racing the clock instead
this possibility is still in the of other teams.
feasability stages.
Marchino said his team has
Recently the team has been one advantage going for them.
focusing their attention and
"Since we didn't compete last
energy on their first regatta of
year,
we will be able to compete
the year.
in the novice level, which you
Tomorrow the team will trav- arc allowed to do for one year,"
el to Atlanta, Ga., to compete in Marchino said. "Where the
the Head of the Chattahoochee, advantage lies is that we have
held on the Chatahoochee all of the same people from last
River.
year, as well as the new people
"This is one of the south's we added this year, all of which
largest regattas," said crew can compete as novice."
team Coach Steve Marchino.
Marchino said this will be the
"Last year there were 84 teams last regatta where the team
that competed, and this year can do this before they have to
they expect more than 90."
be split into varHity and novice
The crew team will be com- divisions.

For the regatta, the crew
team will have a men's and
women's team, as well as
another women's light-weight
team competing.
As far as how he feels about
the strength of his team,
Marchino said he believes the
team is at a higher caliber and
more experienced level than
they were this time last year.
One thing that Marchino
credited to the team's increased
level of skill and experience is
the addition of David Figge as
an additional coach for the
team.
After next weekend's regatta
the crew team will continue to
practice for the Chattanooga
Indoor Rowing Championships
which will be held in later this
year. Also Marchino said that
they are looking to compete in a
few more regattas as well.
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Row, row, row your boat•.•
MSU Crew will be competing against 58 teams this
weekend, these are their competitors
Womens Collegiate & Club Novice Division:

Dulce
TeHas
florida State
Emory
Uanderbllt
Georgia Tech
Furman
jack:sonullle
Georgia State

Tennessee
UT-Chattanooga
Rice
Central Florida
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Hauler
Augusta Juniors
NC-WIImlngton

Women's Lightweight

TeMas
Clemson

Central Florida
UT-Chattanooga

Rifle outshoots APSU, Rose

Ready for takeoff

•Rifle: Strong perfor- performance, .which is exactly
mances by all Murray what we did," Head Coach
Elvis Green said. "If we win
shooters, gave the rifle like
we did, that's good, but
team another victory last every match we try to improve
weekend at home.
ourselves, we don't go to try to
beat anybody."
BY EDDIE GRANT
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Rifle
teams defeated visiting teams
from Austin Peay and Rose
Hull man Institute of Technology Saturday.

Chris Weather!

Eric Hamilton, junior from Owensboro, practices his pole vault drills as Mike Claycomb
senior from Owensboro instructs.

Individually, Ken Hicks was
the top air tifle shooter with
389. Hicks barely edged out
teammate Marra Hastings who
shot 388. Hastings, however,
found her place in the spotlight
when she shot better than anyone else in smallbore with a
total of 1163. This time it was
Hicks who took second with a
score of 1156.

The Racers Gold team took
top honors scoring 6134 points,
with their compatriots on the
Blue team taking second with a
tally of 5985. Rose Hultman
took third with 4209, and
APSU rounded out the competition with 1267.

"1 was pretty satisfied with
my air rille score, but in smallbore I hope to do better next
time." said H1cks, senior from
Morristm, Colo.

"We set out to improve our

U:Uike others who have gone

i

l

J

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Hulln:~an

before him, Hicks has no
Olympic aspirations, or any
other competitive aspirations
beyond college.
"I just want to get on at a
police department somewhere
and live the rest of my life,"
Hicks said. "I decided I don't
want to devote my life to shooting."
As far as the team's performance as a whole, Green said
that his team has found their
niche.
"We regained our composure
this week, like we should have
done in our first match," Green
said. " Our freshmen improved
while others who shot well
from the start continued too."
The next opposition for the
rifle teams will come this week·
end when they will travel to
take on Xavier University in
Cincinnati.

When putting out a
campfire, drown the fire,
stir it, and drown it again.

You know...The one about lhe big chain
store having a greater selection.
NOT SO!
Not when factoring in our
computerized ordering system!
VISIT USI
(It's simply a matter of trust')

Charlie·s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

St. louis
Miami

MATCH POINT

Can We Explode That Old Myth?
..0

Clemson
Florida
Rollins
Loyola
Brenau
Miami
Marietta
Tulsa

All members must attend.
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''He's making his list...''

Special Orders & Layaway Now

J.T. LEE
Jeweler

"Where your ideas turn to Gold"
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St.
759- 1141
Mon.-Fri.: lO a.m. - 6 p.m.

* Appetizer specials available

Thanks LITI
me had a
great time at
fall
festl
-.:.Panhellenic Council

MSU Health Services
offers .FREE, confidential
pregnancy and STD testing.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Department.
For further information, dial
762-3809

Monday-Friday 8 a.m. · 4:30
- --=.------f

Card10 Karata 11"' takes lhe music,
excitement and energy of an noroblCS workout and does it oml
better:

r workouts can
lone your thighs, buttocks and
hipS, but ours does it whilatonch
mg you solf·dofonso technlquos
lake J<lbbing, kicking , punch1ng
and blocking. You're not just
m1ndlossly
dancing
around.
you'Je learning to protoct
yoursotf!

llrtJIIW!l~....,."Muscla and Fitness
aerobic kickbox ·

lng as the number on• burning

worlcout at over 800 calouos
burned an houri It's an oxhHcuating, thigh-burning, calonecrunch·
mg workout that's tak1ng Amarica
by storm.
Classes are 1or adu1ts, only. you
woar rogular worlo.oul clothos,
thare'r. no umform:;, no "'" 1 "'·"''"'
contacl and thore's no expert

necessary
Cardio·Karate IS your best de
lanse ln the hgh1 agamstlat!
us today to take advantage ot
introductory oller.

Call Today For Your FREE Trial Class!!

~

753-6111

1413 Olive Blvd. Murray

Failure Is NOT AN OPTION
Unleash Your Potentls/1
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Lady Racer tennis squad
plays last tOurnament of fall

In hot pursuit

•Women's Tennis: The Lady Betsy Card of Memphis 7-6, 7-5 before
in the semifinals to eventual
Racer tennis team playedtheir falling
champ Kylie Kemsley of Arkansas
final match of 1997 in Memphis State 6-2, 6-2.
last weekend.
Zimmer was victorious in her initial

believes they are in solid shape heading into the Spring schedule which
will begin in February.
"We need to concentrate on three
things, winning singles, winning doumatch in flight one against Molly ble and how we execute points and our
)ASON YATES
Card of SIU-C 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 before be pattern of play," Keasling said. "We
STAFF WRJTER
defeated by eventual champ Kendra did not base our success on winning
The Murray State women's tennis Meichsner 6-1, 6-2.
and losing, but on how we did in those
team took their final swings of the fall
The doubles duo of Berryman and three areas. I felt each player was able
season this past weekend while com- Zimmer reached the finals in flight to excel at one of those areas."
peting in a tournament held in Mem- one. They defeated Gerding and PouKeasling complimented all of her
phis.
los of Ball St. 8-4, Card and Berksoy of players but stated the best perforMSU was paced by veterans Martha SIU-C 9-7, Bayburt and Pous of Ten- mance of the fall came from freshman
Zimmer and Brooke Berryman with nessee Tech 8-5 before having their Juliana Hite.
their strong performances in both the run ended in the championship by
"Throughout our 15 single matches
singles and doubles categories.
Arkansas State's duo of Meichsner and 13 doubles matches this fall, the
Berryman reached the semifinal of and Kemsley 8-2.
player that stood out the most was
flight two by defeating Lisa Nelson of
Juliana,"
Keasling said. "She had the
Head coach Connie Keasling was
Arkansas Little-Rock 2·6, 6-2, 7-5 and pleased by her team's effort and best match record."

Men's golf team places seventh
STAFF REPORT

Murray State's Men's Golf Team made a strong seventh
place finish out of 23 teams at the Persimmon Ridge Intercollegiate Golf Tournament at Louisville, KY Oct. 20·21.
Murray's total score of 610 earned them seventh-place,
behind Eastern Kentucky, Memphis, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, and tournament winner Akron who posted a
score of 5~4.
The finish put the team in tenth place in District 4, Division I, with one tournament left in the fall season.

Jason Smith had the best individual finish in the tourna·
ment for Murray State. He ranked 30 of 120 golfers. His
was the third-best finish in a tournament for MSU in the
fall season.
Long-time coach Raymond "Buddy" Hewitt is pleased
with the teams' performance. "I believe the team is well
balanced this year. We have several players contributing
in all our matches."'
The last tournament is the First National South Intercollegiate Nov. 3-4, in Florence, S.C.

Danny Vowell The News

Don Breeden of the BSU flag football team carries the ball as
teammate Cliff Paddock awaits for the later:al in action Wednesday night. "The Dead" went on to defeat BSU, 34-11.

·Go Online Now!
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To subscribe to IDDNet calll-soo.455-1608

Judidal Baa~
will be reviewing
all parking appeals

Murray's Largest Selection of
Rilles, Shotguns, Handguns,
Ammo, Aceessories and
Clothing
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December
·Grads,
Only 47
days left!!!
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Come out and support the

Alpha Cams
as they raise money for the

Diabetes Foundation.
Purchase your raffle lickets from any
Ard. or slop by our boolh in Lhe
Curris Center anylime nexl week.
Tickcls are $1 each.
Over 60 prizes Lo be given away!!

Nov. 4 is General Election Day.
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Sports

Cougars, Chiefs to
•
w1n this weekend
Washington St. at
Arizona St.

Pittsburgh at Kansas
City

Among all the undefeated
teams that remain in Division
1-A, Washington St. might possibly receive the least amount
of recognition. When talk about
nat iona l
championships
begins, names such as Nebraska, Penn St., Michigan and
Florida St. arise, but not one
word of the Cougars is spoken.
This is hard to believe considering the Cougars h ave one of
the best players in the nation
in quarterback Ryan Leaf. Leaf
has led a high-powered offense
that has demolished opposing
defenses all year long. The
Cougars will definitely be tested this week when they travel
to Tempe, Ariz., to face the 21ranked Arizona St . Sun Devils.
The Sun Devils represented the
Pnc-10 conference i'n the Rose
Bowl last year. ASU has
s lipped a little bit this year, but
s till poses a.major threat to the
Cougars' undefeated season
hopes. If Washington St. can
get past Arizona St ., the Washington Huskies might be the
only team between them and
the Rose Bowl.
' Yickett's Pick- Washington
St. 34 Arizona St. 27

17

Putting their heads together

Yickett's JJ leks

Monday night once again )ASON YATES
plays host to a pivotal game in
-COLLEGEthe NFL. Two 6-2 teams will do
battle in Arrowhead Stadium TENNESSEE TECH 20
Murray State 13
LSU 30
when Kansas City entertains KENTUCKY 34
E. Carolina 16
the Pittsburgh Steelers. The LOUISVILlE H
FLORIDAll
Georgia 14
Chiefs need this game bad as TENNESSEE 18
S. Carolina I0
they sit one game behind the AUBURN 26
Mluissippl St. 11
STANFORD 30
Denver Broncos in the AFC UCLA41
WASHINGTON 37
usc 17
West division. Kans as City Ohio
St. 27
MICHIGAN ST. 23
r elies on its prolific defense NEBRASKA4S
Oklahoma 21
which has recently received a COLORADO 23
M1ssourl 13
Oklahoma St. 17
boost with the return of injured TEXASA&MH
Purdue 13
a ll-pro linebacker Derrick IOWA31
when
Thomas.
Thomas,
-NFL·
healthy, is one of the top lineBUFFALO 16
backers in recent his tory, and Miami 23
MINNESOTA 31
New England 17
his impact might allow the Oakland
24
CAROLINA 21
Chiefs to catch Denver. Howev- Washington 23
CHICAGO 9
er. before they look toward CINCINNATI 27
San Diego 17
NY JETS 26
Denver, they will have to dis- Baltimore ll
St. Loub IS
pense the Steelers. The Steel- ATLANTA24
Tampa Bay 27
INDIANAPOLIS 10
era offense has been inconsis- SAN FRANCISCO 31
Dallas 14
tent this year. In no game was DENVER 2-4
Seattle 20
Jacksonville 19
this more evident than last TENNESSEE 23
Philadelphia 21
AAIZONA 7
Sunday's showdown with the GREEN
BAY 30
Detroit 27
J acksonville Jaguars. After a
first half which showcased very
little offense by the Steelers
and no points, Kordell Stewart playoffs, but the loser of this
and company kicked into high battle will likely have to do
gear and defeated the Jags in some traveling if they want to
overtime. Both these squads make it to the Super Bowl.
would love to have home field Yickett's Pick · Kansas City
24 Pittsburgh 14
advantage throughout the

Chris Weatherly/The New s

Racer q uarterback Dan Loyd goes over strat egy with Offensive Coordinator Mac
McDaniel during p ractice We dnesd ay at Stewart Sta d ium .

Live racing winding up
•Horse Racin g: Players
Bluegrass Downs in Paducah is finishing up its final
year of thoroughbred racing, switching to harness
next year.
B Y G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

While horse .racing has been
going on for many years at
Players Bluegrass Downs in
Paducah, a different variety
will bcgi'n next year, ending a
four-year run of thoroughbred
racing at the track.

Next year, harness racing
will replace the thoroughbred

racing that has been the benchmark of Players Bluegrass
Downs' live racing since 1993.
The live racing will end on Sunday.
"The racing's been OK," said
Players Bluegrass Downs manager J erry Bradley. "We've had
22 days of thoroughbred racing,
this is our last year for thoroughbred racing."
Bradley said the support for
. thoroughbred racing at the
Paducah track has declined
recently.
"We didn't have enough sup-

port for thoroughbreds, we had
more support for harness racing," he said, "We don't have
enough horses and betting goes
down, so we feel we'll have
more local support for harness."
The track also features
simulcast racing year-round,
and has featured quarter-horse
racing in the past.
Bradley said they came to the
decision to end thoroughbred
racing in June.
"We decided back in June,
when we were given 14 days of
harness :r acing (for 1998) by the
Kentucky Racing Commiss ion.
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Place your
classified ads
between 11 :30
and 12:30
every Tuesday for
the rest of the
semester for only
15¢ per word!!
Offer only good for MSU
students and
orgonizoffons
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:!ina£ :Jritfag Movie:
Casper: ;tt Spirited 'Beginning
7:30p.m. 2/a[foween 9-{jglit
'Domino 's Piz.za

• At the graduate level students may
qualify for the Federal Stafford Subsidized
Student Loan for up to $8,500/year.
Additional loan assistance may also be
available through the Federal Stafford
Unsubsidized Program. Murray State also
has available a limited number of graduate
assistantships and part-time student work.

To explore the possibilities, contact your
department chair or student finan cial aid in
Sparks Hall at 762-2546

*Wear your
21affoween Costume

*(james after
movie

Sponsored 6y tlie:

The Hurray State News
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KKK sues St. Louis university board
I

He said the KKK's suit, filed
in federal court Thursday, is
not seeking monetary damages
but seeks an injunctive
declaratory judgment.
Herman said that the injunctive
judgment would require
BY BILL ROLFES
KWMU
to allow the KKK to
THE CURRENT
underwrite
the four episodes.
UNIVERSITY Of MtSSOUIU•ST. LOUIS
The declaratory judgment
(U-WIRE) ST. LOUIS, Mo. would "declare the Universi- The Ku Klux Klan is suing ty's refusal to allow the Klan's
the University· of Missouri right to underwrite 'All Things
Board of Curators after Considered' is unconstitutionKWMU management refused al," Herman said.
He said the radio station is
to accept advertisements from
owned by the state and all peothe group.
The KKK approached the ple should have access to it
UM-St. Louis radio station in "without regard to the political
late September requesting to beliefs or social beliefs of those
underwrite four episodes of citizens."
Patricia Bennett, director
"All Things Considered," but
and general manager of
was denied.
The Klan's attorney, Robert KWMU, said station manageHerman, said KWMU's refusal ment does have the right to
violates the KKK's First decline a request for underAmendment rights.
writing.

•Legal: The Ku Klux Klan
is trying legal methods
after being denied airtime
on the college radio station
at Missouri-St. Louis.

"The station isn't required by
the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) or the Federal law to accept underwriting from every organization,"
Bennett said. "Instead the
FCC requires broadcasters to
serve the public's interest and
it permits broadcasters to
exercise editorial discretion in
selecting the messages that
are to be broadcast over their
facilities. So, consistent with
the obligation as an FCC
licensee KWMU declined to
broadcast their message."
Herman said KWMU has
broadcast messages from other
groups, and it should let the
KKK underwrite also.
"The University says anybody with $50 can get on a
soap box for 15 seconds and
state their cause," Herman
said.
The KKK is not the first
group to be turned down by

KWMU, according to Bob Samples, director of University
Communications.
"They (KWMU) have in the
past declined other invitations," Samples said. Samples
said station management
reviews every underwriting
request it receives "individually," and uses "editorial discretion" to decide which messages
to broadcast. Samples said the
station "did not feel it was in
the best interest of the community" to allow the KKK under·
writing.
This is not the first time the
KKK has contacted KWMU
about underwriting, Samples
said. He said the KKK had
approached KWMU about two
years ago, but "it was more of
an inquiry." Station manage·
ment told the group it would
not broadcast the message and
the KKK backed off, Samples
said.

LETTERMAN
Continued from Page I

they need a break."
Even though the tone is
humorous, there are real
advantages that Murray and
the University could realize,
Earwood said..
"From a University standpoint, Dr. (Kern) Alexander
agreed with me that we could
not pay enough money to get
that kind of national exposure
among young people," he said.

CONDOMS
Continued from Page I

Health Services initiated the
Brown Bag program over three
years ago to reduce the spread
of STD's on campus.
Lyle said since the program
has started, they have seen a
decrease in gonorrhea and
chlamydia.

"Another positive affect for the
community would be an
increase of interest in tourism
for this area specifically."
Earwood said Letterman has
previous connections with
Murray. He has mentioned
Murray on national television
twice. He was also paid $3,500
to perform stand-up at MSU's
Family Weekend in 1981 130 days before his first broadcast show.
Said Earwood: "It's obvious
Murray helped catapult him to
stardom."

However, she also said there
has been an increase in the
spread of genital warts and
herpes simplex.
Lyle also reminds students
that the use of condoms is not
100 percent efficient and will
not always prevent the spread
of STD's and pregnancy.
Contact consumer relations
representatives at 1-800-R833434 with questions.

Amidst all of your Halloween fun,
take time out for The News.

OllvRe, YOU wErEn'T
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Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m.- Midn"

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear
901-247-5798
Sorr no minors after 9:30 .m.
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STARTING NOV. 3

aucket-0'-SpaGatti
Enough noodles and sauce to feed a
family of four.
(Includes 8 pieces of HOT garlic bread!)
The sauce is on the bottom, the noodles
on t op.
just flip the bucket onto a plate and eat.

NIKE

ADIDAS

REEBOK - STARTER- FILA
Includes:
•Warmups
•NFL Jackets
•Fleece Separ ates •All Purpose Jackets
•Nylon Windwear •V-Neck Pullovers

Mens - Womens- Childrens

JUST $7.99
Add a salad for 79( or substitute cheese
sticks for $1.50.

OTHER SPECIALS

r-Large t -Topplng-- TOne LUnch-;,Dliiiier,
BUffet
I

!

I

$6.99
~

!

I
I
I

104 Chestnut St.

I
I
I

:
I

Pick-up or Delivery
Expires: t fl t4/97

:
I

~

L----~-----

ONLY

$4.19
~

~

804 Chestnut st.

Expires: t tlt4/97

-- ~ - - - -----------~

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPOilT IN YOUI LR"

OPEN Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.

